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THE INDUSTRIES OF NEW YORK.

That New York is an important manufacturing center, as

well as the commercial metropolis of the country, is gener

ally little thought of, yet it is this “productive industry.”

which has principally caused its astonishing growth in

population, and by which the most of those who live here

find their support. Its vast commerce requires many work

ers, and supports a large class who do little or no work,

simply living on the interest of former accumulations; but

the productive industry here, aside from the mere handling

of the products of the industry of others, distributes,

through the countless channels which reach the family and

the individual, the means of living, which have caused our

thoroughfares to be so crowded, and which have necessi.

tated so many miles of street railways, elevated railroads,

ferries, and bridges. The total of imports and exports of

New York city for the last calendar year was $896,189,814

—a little more than half of that of the whole United States

—but the productions of the workshops and factories of the

city, whereby the raw or half finished materials were brought

into shape for practical use, amount to more than one-half

the value of the exports and imports.

The statistics showing the extent of these manufacturing

industries have recently been forwarded to the Census

Bureau at Washington, by Charles E. Hill, who has been

the chief special agent here supervising their collection.

They include the business of the year from June, 1879, to

June, 1880, and do not cover a few special lines of industry,

which have only been made subjects of investigation by gen

eral agents for the whole United States. For 189 different

branches of business, as specified, the capital employed was

$157,581,749, in 11,068 establishments, employing 262,459

hands, using 1,312 boilers, and 1,124 engines of 41,951

horse power, and producing goods valued at $435,422,102.

Of these hands 133,998 were males above 16, 63,482 females

above 15, and 1,393 children and youth, and this enumer

ation of help does not include proprietors or firm members,

superintendents, bookkeepers, or salesmen-none, in short,

connected with the mercantile department, but only those

working for wages as producers. It will be at once

observed that, adding these exceptions, we would greatly

swell the number of those who find employment in the

several branches of business, although the latter would

largely be paid according to the profits of the business.

Taking the materials used—$267,043,236-plus the wages

paid, from the value of the products, we have $78,864,832,

for the payment of these others engaged and the interest on

capital. The figures given for capital are, probably, more

imperfect than those for any other particular, for in many

cases they represent an original investment, largely grown

The toy is a cheap contrivance of cast iron, with a barrel

about two inches long. It is a breech loader, intended for

blank cartridges, the powder being held in a metallic case

either by a paper wad or by folding inward the slashed end

of the cartridge case. There is no half-cock; the trigger catch

is roughly made, and there is always danger of an accidental

discharge when the hinged barrel is being returned to place

after the insertion of the cartridge. At such times the barrel

is held in the left hand, and the discharge inflicts an ugly

wound in the palm. Other wounds are inflicted by the

paper wad, or by fragments of the cut end of the copper

cartridge-case, which are shot off with considerable force.

In other cases buck-shot, gravel, nails, or other missiles,

placed in the barrel by heedless or malicious urchins, have

caused severe, sometimes fatal, injuries. The more serious

wounds, however, are usually caused by accidental discharges,

the powder, wad, or copper fragments entering the lacerated

palm, and so injuring the nerves that lockjaw is the result.

There were seventeen fatal cases of this sort in Baltimore

on the Fourth. Fifty cases were brought in for treatment

in three hospitals in this city, with eight or ten deaths; and

there is no telling how many cases were under private treat.

ment. Other towns appear to have suffered proportion

ally except Philadelphia, where, in consequence of fifteen

fatalities from toy-pistol wounds last year, the use of the

weapon this year was suppressed by the city authorities.

Other towns will do well to follow the example of Phila

delphia. Parents are often ignorant or careless, and a five

or ten cent pistol offers irresistible attractions to many boys.

In anticipation of next year's celebration some means should

be adopted to prevent the manufacture, sale, and use of such

murderous playthings. Even the use of the pistol-shaped

device for snapping paper caps should be stopped. No

harm can result from them directly; but the habit which

children acquire of pointing such things at each other in

fun, is not conducive to care or caution in handling real

pistols.

RELATIVE RISKS OF RAILWAY TRAVEL,

A few weeks ago, when a traveler was murdered on a

railway train near London and thrown out of the car while

the train was passing through a tunnel, a great ado was

made, especially in American papers, with regard to the

insecurity of travelers in the English cars. The plan of

confining two or three or at most half a dozen travelers in

a small cab, out of reach and hearing of their fellow travelers

on the train, and unprotected by conductors or other train

men, was unsparingly criticised and ridiculed. For the sake

of a degree of (undesirable) privacy any traveler, it was said,

was liable to find himself cooped up with a murderer like

| in value, and many of the industries have grown up liter- Muller or Lefroy; or, in case of a lady, with a brute like

ally almost without capital, except such as furnished by the

brain and muscle of their founders.

Valentine Baker. The opportunity thus afforded for rob

bery, murder, or outrage was declared to be impossible with

Among the important items not included in this list is the American cars, and remarks derogatory to the common sense

manufacture of silk goods (which was $7,842 515), gas of Englishmen were freely indulged in because they would

($5,199,979), shipbuilding, and brewing and distilling, with not give up their system for ours.

several minor industries, for which the statistics have not The recent robbery of a train of cars on a Missouri road

yet been completed. The whole, it is estimated, will bring by a bold and well-organized gang of desperadoes gives the

the total very nearly up to $500,000,000. English press an opportunity to retaliate in kind. A promi

The most important industry in the list is the manufac- ment London paper says:

ture of men's clothing, a branch of business which has “The American cars seem specially made to invite this

grown wonderfully since the introduction of power for cut- kind of outrage. With the English system such a wholesale

ting as well as sewing. The production in this line is val- raid is impossible. In any case one carriage alone could be

ued at $59,798,697, employing 64,056 hands, while women's robbed here before the passengers and officials could organ.

clothing figures for $18,599,487, employing 17,267 hands. |ize resistance. As there is no example of such an event in

In boots and shoes, 123 factories make goods to the value our railway history, we may assume that the difficulties and

of $4,799,371, and 716 custom shoemaking shops produce dangers are so great as to deter even the most daring crimi

$2,863,620 worth. The products of slaughtering and meat nals. The actual danger of murder or robbery is far less on

English lines than on American.”

In this view of the case our English friends are as

much at fault as the American critics of the English system

were. The conditions under which the two systems are

operated make a fair comparison of the relative security to

life and property afforded by them quite impossible, while

the rarity of violent crimes under both systems shows that

the risk to the traveler in either is amazingly small. Indeed,

considering the large numbers of persons always in transit

But any notice of the business and manufacturing indus- by rail, both in this country and England, the rare occur

try of New York city would be incomplete without taking |rence of crimes on the road must be accepted as proof either

into account the circumstances of its location, whereby a that traveling is exceptionally conducive to morality or else

population of some 800,000, just across the East and North that, whether car compartments are large or small, railway

Rivers, whose shores are fringed with the factories and travel affords fewer facilities for the commission of serious

warehouses of city firms, all contribute to swell the produc- crimes than the ordinary conditions of social life. The

tion of this common center. The industries thus carried on murder of people in church during divine service is a more

are not at all considered in these statistics, which cover frequent occurrence, if criminal statistics are worth any

only the establishments within the city lines; when, how- thing, than like crimes on railway trains; but that affords no

ever, the work of the Census Bureau shall be so far com- basis for a comparison of car seats and church pews as aids

pleted that it will be possible to collate the figures touching to crime.

the productive industry of these intimately related sections, It is pretty certain that under ordinary conditions of travel

the grand total will show an aggregate of exchangeable no ill-disposed person would choose a public car on an

commodities which will, in money value, bear no mean American railway for individual murder or robbery with any

proportion to the total exports and imports of the port of reasonable hope of escape, as Lefroy and Muller did in Eng.

New York. land. It may be equally true that an organized raid upon a

- - train of cars on an English road would be prevented or made

TOY PISTOLS AND LOCKJAW. unsuccessful by the plan of the cars and the distribution of

On summing up the casualties of our explosive holiday, the passengers. But such a deterrent effect would be much

the Fourth of July, the numbers of the killed and less certain were the train to be run over a long and sparsely

maimed rival those of some battles which have decided the settled route, such as was taken advantage of by the Mis

fate of empires. souri train robbers. Such crimes are no more attempted in

The majority of the injuries were inflicted by the toy, the neighborhood of our larger centers of railway communi

pistol, using blank cartridges, the introduction of which has cation then they are on roads leading from London or Liver

been followed by a general epidemic of lockjaw, particularly pool, and it would seem that the surroundings of the roads

in our larger towns and cities. and the more frequent stations are more influential in pre

beeves, 122,500 calves, and 662,600 sheep. In machinery

the product was $5,077,046; and in engines and boilers,

$3,213,371; car building and repairing, $547,037; metal

goods and metal spinning, $445,473; steam fitting and

steam heating, $1,289,259; iron casting and finishing,

$5,489,251; tin, copper, and sheet iron ware, $2,347,182;

furniture, $9,605,779; wood brackets, moulding, turning,
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venting train robberies in the East as in England, than any

thing in the construction of the cars or the make-up of the

train. Given equal time for the work, we are inclined to

think that fewer men would be required to capture and go

through a train of English cars than one of American cars,

while the robbers' chance of meeting serious resistance on

the latter would be much the greater. But this question of

comparative immunity from attack plays a very insignifi

cant part in determining the choice of large or small com:

partments, compared with popular customs, popular habits

of thought with respect to privacy or promiscuity, the vary.

ing hazard of undesirable social contacts while traveling,

and all that sort of thing. The English have their prejudices

as Americans have theirs, and matters of this sort are more

apt to be decided by prejudice than by the calculation of

infinitesimal risks to life or property.

--t-o-o

PATENTS IN TURKEY AND LIBERIA.

General patent laws have been lately passed and promul

gated in Turkey and Liberia, in which countries American

citizens may now, for the first time, secure their new inven

tions. *

The Turkish patent law is substantially a copy of the

French and German systems. Any person may take a pa.

tent on deposit of drawings and specifications. Longest

term of the patent fifteen years, annual tax $18. The inven

tion must be worked within two years from the date of the

patent. The penalties for infringement and the proceedings

are the same as in European countries.

In Liberia the patentee must be the inventor, or must have

lawfully acquired the invention from the inventor. Draw

ings and specifications must be furnished. The government

fee is fifty dollars. The proceedings are much the same as in

taking an American patent. The invention must be worked

within three years after the grant of the patent. Those

desiring to obtain patents in either of the above countries

may obtain further information at this office.

---o-o-o

WATERPR00FING.

Without considering the processes by which cloth is

waterproofed with such substances as India-rubber, oils,

wax, and varnishes, there are several processes in practical

use by which cloth is rendered non-absorbent of water—and

for all practical purposes waterproof-without materially

affecting its color or appearance, greatly increasing its

weight, or rendering it entirely airproof. These processes

depend mainly upon the reaction between two or more sub

stances, in consequence of which a substance insoluble in

water is deposited in the fibers of the cloth.

The following are several of these processes:

LOWRY'S PROCESS.

Soap................................ .................. 2 ounces.

Glue.... ........... ....... . ......... ....... ... .... 4 **

Water.... ---------------. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 gallon.

Soften the glue in cold water and dissolve it together with

the soap in the water by aid of heat and agitation.

The cloth is filled with this solution by boiling it in the

liquid for several hours, the time required depending upon

the kind of fiber and thickness of the cloth. When properly

saturated the excess of liquid is wrung out and the cloth

exposed to the air until nearly dry; then digested for from

five to twelve hours in the following solution:

Alum.... ....... ... ....................... ...... ... 13 ounces.

Salt................ ... ............................. 15 “

Water........ ... ........ .......... ................. 1 gallon.

It is finally wrung out, rinsed in clean water, and dried at

a temperature of about 80° Fah.

- Paut's process requires a small quantity of oil, but in

other respects resembles the last. It is given as follows:

Sodium carbonate (com'i).... ..... - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - 1 pound.

Caustic lime................ ... ....... ............. -

Water - ........................ ....... ............ 2% pints.

Boil together, let it stand to settle, then draw off the clear

lye, and add to it—

Tallow........................... ....... ... ........ 1 pound,

Resin....... .... ... ... ...................... .... % “

previously melted together. Boil and stir occasionally for

half an hour, then introduce—

Glue (previously softened)............................. 3 ounces,

Linseed oil... .......................................... 3 *

and continue the boiling and stirring for another half hour.

In waterproofing one-half ounce of this soap is mixed with

a gallon of hot water, and in this the goods are soaked for

about twenty-four hours, according to thickness and charac

ter. The pieces are then allowed to drain until partly dried,

then soaked for six hours or more in a solution prepared as

follows:

Aluminum sulphate. . ...................... ... ... 1 pound.

Lead acetate............... ........... ............. 3% “

Water ....... ... .................. . ............... 8 gallons.

Shake together, allow to settle, and draw off the clear

liquid.

Wring out after rinsing, and dry at a temperature of 80°

Fah.

Bienvaux uses, instead of glue and oil as above, the gela

tinous portion of sea-wrack grass with a small quantity of a

drying oil and common resin-soda soap.

In Reimann's process the cloth is passed slowly by

machinery through a tank divided into three compartments,

the first containing a warm solution of alum, the second a

warm solution of lead acetate, and the third pure water,

which is constantly renewed. The cloth on passing from

the latter is brushed and beaten to remove the salt adhering

to the surface, and finally hot pressed and brushed. In this

case lead sulphate is deposited in the fibers.

In Townsend's process two solutions are used as follows:

British gum........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 pounds.

Soap, white................... ....................... 10 “

Water.................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 16 gallons.

The solution is boiled for some minutes, and if color is

required one pint of logwood liquor is added. The second

solution consists of a saturated solution of alum in water,

or—

Zinc sulphate................ ........... ------------- 6 pounds.

Water....................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9 gallons.

Bullard's process is somewhat similar to Riemann's. In

this strong aqueous solutions of sulphate of aluminum and

lead acetate are used alternately.

Berlin waterproof cloth is said to be prepared by saturat.

ing the cloth in a solution of acetate of aluminum and cop.

per, then dipping it successively in water glass and resin

Soap.
-

MOTHER-OF-PEARL AND PEARL INLAYING.

Mother of pearl is chiefly obtained from the pearl oyster

(Meleagrina margaritifera) which is found in the Gulf of

California, at Panama, Cubagua, Ceylon, Madagascar, Swan

River, Manila, and the Society Islands. The black-lipped

shells from Manila are most highly prized. The Society

Islands furnish the silver-lipped sort, and Panama the

“bullock" shells.

The genera Haliotus, turbo, etc., also furnish some mother

of-pearl. Technically the mother-of pearl obtained from the

pearl oyster is known as white pearl; that of Haliotus or sea

ear as aurora or ear shell; it is easily distinguished from the

former by its prismatic colors and wrinkled appearance.

The peculiar and varied tints exhibited by mother-of-pearl

is due to the structure of its surface, which, owing to the

great multitude of minute grooves upon it—often many

thousands to the inch—decompose the light which falls

upon it and reflect different hues.

The pearl shell is lamellar in structure, and admits of

being split into laminae, but this method of dividing it is

seldom resorted to owing to the liability of spoiling the shell.

In working up mother-of pearl the saw file, and grindstone

are the principal tools employed. A shell is selected with a

coating of the substance of a thickness as nearly as possible

to suit the required purpose. Square or angular pieces are

cut out with a small circular or buck or fret saw to suit con

venience, the piece being held and manipulated with the

hand or clamped in a vise. Buttons and such circular pieces

are cut with an annular or crown saw fixed upon a mandrel.

All such tools used in cutting pearl must be kept well

moistened with water to prevent over-heating. The pieces

are usually dressed upon a grindstone, the edge and face of

which are grooved or ridged to prevent clogging. The stone

is kept wet when in use; for this purpose weak soapsuds is

better than water alone.

When the pieces have been properly shaped on the stone

they are dressed with pumice stone and water. In some

cases the better plan is to have the piece of pumice stone

shaped so as to adapt it to the form required and held in a

vise while the work, held in a clamp, is revolved in contact

with it on the lathe. After the application of the stone fine

powdered pumice stone, free from coarse grit, is applied

with a cork or cloth moistened with water. In the final

polishing rotten-stone is employed. This is moistened with

dilute sulphuric acid (1 acid, 15 water) and applied with a

cork. The acid is said to develop finely the striated struc

ture of the shell. In some works it is thought necessary to

use emery before the rotten-stone and to use a limpid oil in

place of the acid.

Knife and razor handles of pearl, after having been roughed

out, are drilled where the rivets are to be inserted, lightly

riveted together, shaped on the stone, and finished as above

described, the last finishing touch often being done by fric

tion of the hand of the workman.

In some shops much of the polishing is done on cloth

covered wheels, the moist cloth carrying the polishing mate.

rials. Separate wheels are used for the different materials.

For some common work powdered chalk or Spanish whiting

is used in place of rotten-stone.

Pearl is etched by a process very similar to that used in

etching copper. The designs or patterns are drawn upon it

with asphaltum varnish, and all parts not intended to be

etched having been similarly protected, the piece is submitted

to the action of nitric acid. When the parts unprotected

have been sufficiently eaten away by the acid the piece is

rinsed in cold water and the varnish washed off with a little

turpentine or benzine.

Thin pieces of mother of pearl of a like pattern are usually

gang cut; that is, the thin plates are glued together, then

held in a clamp and cut, drilled, and dressed as one piece,

after which they are separated by being thrown into hot

water, which separates the glue.

In common pearl-inlaid work, films or very thin pieces

of mother of-pearl are connected to a background, usually of

papier maché or iron, by japan varnish. The plate having

been cleaned and dried receives a coat of the varnish, and

when this is nearly dry the pieces of pearl, cut out with a

scissors by the artist, to represent leaves or designs, are pressed

against and adhere to the varnish. The plate is then put in

the japanner's oven until the coating becomes hard. A second

coating of varnish is then put on—indiscriminately over the

pearl and all—and when this has been dried or hardened in

the oven the portions adhering to the pearl pieces is removed

-

with a knife blade, and the whole surface is rubbed smooth

with pumice stone and water. With the aid of a little gold

size, gold leaf, and color, and camel's-hair brush the artist

then develops the design, the beauty of which depends of

course upon his skill. Finally the article receives a coal of

clear spirit varnish.

Besides the white and aurora shell referred to above, the

glistening green snail shell is very frequently used. Its tints

are light and dark green, yellow, and pink, blended. The

varnished surface is sometimes ornamented with transferred

drawings or engravings. When the varnish is nearly dry

the engraving is spread out face downward upon it and care

fully pressed so as to exclude air bubbles. After the varnish is

thoroughly dry the paper is well moistened with warm water

by means of a sponge. It may then be rubbed off, the lines

of the print remaining adhering to the varnish.

THE PARIS ELECTRICAL EXHIBITION.

Among the promised novelties connected with the exhibi

tion will be a boat propelled by electricity. For this pur

pose there will be a water basin fifty feet in diameter, in

which the boat will be kept moving. In the center of the

basin, on a pedestal, will be a brilliant electric light. At vari

ous points within the palace models of statues will be placed

as supports for electric lights. Each exhibitor of lights

is also to have a saloon set apart for the special show of his

system.

The passenger station of theelectric railway will be within

the exhibition building, and the track will run on the ground

—not elevated as at first intended.

During the exhibition there will be a congress of electri

cians, of which sixty-five French members have been

appointed by the President of the Republic. The congress

will publish an official report, and only members will be

allowed to be present.

-->-4----

Another Connet Discovered.

Mr. J. M. Schaeberle, of Ann Arbor, Mich., dis.

covered, July 13, a new comet, the third of 1881. In the

telescope it showed a bright center and a clear though faint

tail. It appeared in the northeast, in the constellation Au

riga, not far from the point of appearance of the comet now

passing out of sight. The new comet is rapidly increasing

in brightness, and will continue to do so until about the 21st

of August, when it promises to be quite conspicuous, cer

tainly as a telescopic object. It will be nearest the earth

about August 20, a day or two after its perihelion passage,

when it will be about 40,000,000 miles away. So far “the

orbit presents no special resemblance to that of any known

comet,” the Harvard astronomers say, though Professor

Stone, of Cincinnati, thinks he finds in it a close resemblance

to that of the great comet of 1337. It seems to be moving

in a northerly direction.

American Antimony.

A Baltimore dispatch informs us that a carload of anti

mony, ten tons in all, was on the 14th of July received by C.

L. Oudesluys & Co., from the southern part of Utah Terri

tory being the first antimony received in the East from the

mines of that section. The antimony was mined about 140

miles from Salt Lake City. The ore is a sulphide, bluish

gray in color, and yields from 60 to 65 percent of antimony.

All antimony heretofore came from Great Britain and the

island of Borneo, and paid an import duty of 10 per cent ad

valorem, and there is also some from Sonora. lt is believed

that with proper rail facilities to the mines of the West

there will be no need of importations.

Underground Telegraph Line in New York.

The United States Underground Telegraph Company has

laid an experimental series of seventy-two wires, extending

from the headquarters of the Fire Department, in Mercer

street, to Police Headquarters in Mulberry street. The

wires are laid in long wooden boxes covered with a prepara

tion of silica and other substances designed to exclude damp

ness and secure perfect insulation. It is said that if the

present experiment is successful the system will be extended

so as to include the police stations, engine-houses, and fire

alarm boxes.

–-4-----

Fired by Electricity.

An interesting illustration of the danger attending the

manufacture of some kinds of rubber goods was shown in

the origin of the recent fire which occurred in the AEtna

Rubber Mills, at Jamaica Plains. The cement which fast

ens the seams of rubber coats is largely made of naphtha.

The mere act of lifting a piece of rubber cloth from a pile

of half-a-dozen similar ones, cut for garments, developed so

much electricity that a spark was observed to escape. It

came in contact with the naphtha cement, or with gases aris

ing from it, and instantly the whole room was in a blaze.

Fortunately the fire was extinguished without destroying the

mill, the loss being only about a thousand dollars.

It is not known that anything can be done to prevent the

occurrence of another accident of precisely the same kind,

whenever all the atmospheric conditions are favorable. One

would suppose, however, that a certain degree of dampness

would remove all danger from that source.—Commercial

Bulletin.

---
-

M. BouchUT's experiments with pepsine for destroying

worms in the stomach and bowels have been continued with

extremely promising results. Even the tape worm succumbs

to the digestive action of pepsine in large doses, while the

more highly organized tissues of the stomach are unaffected.
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Educated Mechanics.

We have received the twelfth annual and thirteenth statis

tical report of the Cincinnati Board of Trade and Transport

ation for 1881, which is a nicely printed pamphlet of two

hundred pages. |

any damage to plant life except in pursuit of his prey. He

may break and disturb the tender roots of young plants,

but he does not devour them, and he is often wrongly

blamed for injury which has been committed by the insect

depredators he has caught and devoured.

the mole track, the prong head, D, meantime being held in

its present position by the ring at the top of the upright

square bar, F. Now let it slip from the hand. The force

of the spring, E, will drive the prongs, D, into the ground,

perhaps half way. Press them entirely down with the foot,

From Article II. of its constitution it appears that the | The field mouse, on the contrary, does devour tender suc-) and raise and lower them several times so as to give firmness

object of this association is to collect and record such local culent roots, and the mole is too often charged with the to the earth and a free passage to the prongs. Then raise

and general statistical information relating to manufactures, damage thus sustained by farmers, in addition to that really up the prong head to its present position, and place the lever,

and commerce as may promote the manufacturing, com.

mercial, and financial welfare of their city, and 'pecially

to protect, foster, and develop its manufacturing and other

industrial interests.

After commenting on the success, financially and other

wise, of the Eighth Cincinnati Industrial Exposition, the

directors, in their report, hint at the establishment of a

school of technology, which their position as a manufactur.

ing community makes peculiarly important. They say:

“We need educated mechanics; and no mechanic is a

master of his business without the technical training such

schools alone can give. The Exposition Buildings furnish

ample room and accommodations for such an enterprise,

the Mechanics' Institute School is a good nucleus to start

on, the Department of Arts and Sciences of the same insti

tution is a step in advance to the end desired, and this year

the exposition should be made the means of enlisting a pub

lic co-operation which would provide for Cincinnati just

such a school as is needed.”

SPEAKING TUBE ANNUNCIATOR.

The engraving shows a novel speaking tube annunciator,

The tube, A, enters the box,in elevation and in section.

B, and terminates behind the hinged drop, C. There may

be several tubes and as many drops. Below the drop or

series of drops there is a rocker, D, whose arms extend into

the box, and are connected by a cord, E, with the trigger

of the bell at the top of the box.

When a person in a distant portion of a building wishes

to communicate with another who is within hearing distance

of the bell he blows in the speaking tube, and the air current

thus created being directed against the drop, C, at the other

end of such tube, causes it to fall upon the outer bar of the

rocker, D. The drop being constructed of a thick metal

plate, and therefore heavy, tilts the rocker, as shown in

dotted lines, so that it pulls on the cord, E, which, in turn,

tilts the lever that raises the hammer, which is instantly

released and allowed to fall upon the bell, which gives the

required notice. The person thus called will, after respond

ing to the message, close or replace the weighted drop in its

upright position, and thus relieve the rocker, which, being

released, returns automatically to its former position, and

is ready for the next alarm.

This invention was recently patented by Mr. W. R.

Ostrander, of New York city.

-4----->

MOLES-HOW THEY AID AGRICULTURE-HOW THEY

CAN BECOME A NUISANCE-HOW THEY MAY BE

DESTROYED.

The common ground mole or “meadow mole,” as this

little animal is often called, is of interest from a zoological

point of view, but in this article it is proposed to deal only

with the practical side of the subject in its relations to

agriculture and horticulture.

The mole is both useful and hurtful. When his services

more than counterbalance the injury he commits he should

be left unmolested. On the other hand, when he becomes,

as he often does, an intolerable nuisance, he may be more or

less successfully dealt with in the manner we will proceed to

describe.

It is very annoying to see a handsome lawn covered with

unsightly ridges plowed by the noses and paws of these

little depredators; but the knowledge that they are the

natural enemies of the numerous worms and grubs that

sometimes make fearful war upon the tender roots of grow.

ing young crops, renders it often difficult to decide whether

the moles are to be welcomed as allies or combated with

such means as are available.

The mole is a purely carnivorous animal, and never does

due to his burrowings.

FIG. 1.

Experiments performed in France to determine the use- able to be able to quickly arrest the motion of the machinery

fulness of moles as insecticides show that the number of

grubs, etc., destroyed by them is enormous. A single mole,

in one instance, devoured 432 maggots and 250 grubs in four

days. Another ate 872 maggots and 540 grubs in twelve

days. -

Prof. Weber, a distinguished naturalist of Zurich, Switzer

land, performed some interesting experiments with moles to

prove their carnivorous character and their destructiveness

to larvae. In the stomachs of fifteen moles captured in dif.

ferent localities, not the slightest trace of vegetable matter

could be found. He shut up two moles in a box in which

fresh grass was growing, and also inclosed in the same box

a case of grubs and earthworms. The moles devoured 341

white worms or grubs, 193 earth worms, 25 caterpillars, and

a mouse-bones, skin, and all—in nine days. He next gave

them raw meat cut in small pieces, and mixed with chopped

vegetables. The moles ate the meat but did not touch the

vegetables; and when vegetables alone were given them the

animals soon died of starvation. It has been computed that

a single mole may destroy 20,000 grubs in a single year.

In the face of these experiments it is positively asserted

by some that moles will eat wheat grains with avidity, and

that poisoned wheat introduced into their burrows through

holes punched with a stick is sure death to them. We have

tried the latter without impairing the health of the moles,

and we have more faith in mole traps, in the use of which

we have had considerable experience and with varying

results.

We give herewith engravings illustrating two implements

of destruction, both quite simple, either of which will be

found practically useful.

The simplest form of trap, and one that will prove effec

tual if skillfully employed, is the jar mole trap shown in

Fig. 1. A glass or stoneware jar is sunk into the ground

under the runs, as indicated in the engraving. The moles,

while running along, fall into the jar, and the vertical slip

pery sides of the jar prevent their getting out again. Field

mice are also frequently caught in these traps, which leads to

the suspicion that they are the authors of much of the mis

chief attributed to moles, whose burrows form convenient

avenues for the intruders.

Another effective mole trap was described and illustrated

in the Rural New Yorker some time ago, and not unlike one

illustrated in these columns a few numbers back. It is

C, in one of the notches of the trigger, B, according as the

| other end of the latter is more or less depressed. Now the

mole cannot again pass through this track without so press.

ing upon the earth as to move the trigger, at B, which releases

the lever, C, and permits the spring, E, to act, sending the

prong head into its place with great force, securely pinning

(generally killing) the mole.

There are a number of other traps more or less effective,

but the two represented in our illustrations exhibit the two

diverse ways for catching moles, other appliances in use

being simply modifications of the plans represented.

-------->

NEW SAFETY PULLEY.

The engraving represents an improved safety pulley appli

cable to cotton gins and other machinery, when it is desir

in case of accident. The device is very simple and not liable

to accidental derangement. Fig. 1 in the engraving is a

plan view of the device, and Fig. 2 shows the principal

parts.

The pulley is loose on the shaft, and has attached to one

end a slotted plate, A, near which the collar, B, is secured

on the shaft. A collar, C, carries three pins, which fit corre

McCORD’S SAFETY PULLEY.

sponding holes in the collar, B, and engage the slotted collar,

A, attached to the end of the pulley. The pins projecting

from collar, C, are kept into engagement with the collar, A,

by a spiral spring surrounding the shaft and pressing against

the collar, C. The latter is provided with a grooved boss,

which receives a forked arm attached to the lever, E, and

the lever, E, is connected with a foot lever, D, so that when

either lever is moved the pulley will be instantly disengaged

from all connection with the shaft by the withdrawal of the

pins from the slotted plate in the end of the pulley.

This device may be made double so that it may be made

to shift from one pulley to another, and so reverse the

machinery with which it is connected. It may be applied

in this way to hoisting machines.

Further information in regard to this invention may be

obtained by addressing Messrs. C. C. P. McCord and C. D.

Churchell, of Hazel Grove, Independence County, Ark.

A Conductor’s Printing Office.

It appears that German railway conductors are made

happy by the addition to their equipment of a paper mill

and printing office, the invention of a Berlin engineer, to be

hung around the neck, which, according to an exchange, is

to completely manufacture passenger tickets before the eyes

of the wondering public. The apparatus is said to be some

what complicated in construction, but its manipulation is as

simple as its working is correct, for, should the operator not

proceed in the way required by the mechanism, it will not

print all the figures and words wanted, but the word

“Falsch" (wrong) in the place where the fault was com

mitted. At the same time this portable printer checks the

number of tickets issued, so that any given moment the

money in the hands of the conductor can be compared with

the value of the tickets printed and taken.

–s------

Nervous Headache.

Dr. CEhlschläger, of Danzig, says, in Allgemeine Medicin

ische Central Zeitung, that he has found salicylate of sodium

to be a remedy of great value in the treatment of nervous

shown in Fig. 2 and is thus described by our contemporary:

The spikes, A, three-quarters of an inch wide and tapering

somewhat at the end, are pressed into the ground beside the

mole track as far as possible, so that the trigger, B, which is

not yet attached to the lever, C, rests upon the surface of

headache, especially if given in a dose of one gramme (gr.

xv.) in the beginning of an attack. It usually produces

drowsiness, and after a few hours the patient wakes up

refreshed and free from pain. It, however, often fails to

produce this effect in cases dependent on anaemia.
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THE ANTECEDENTS OF THE BELL TELEPHONE.

BY GEO. M. hopRINs.

Should the recent decision of the U. S. Circuit Court, at

Boston, in reference to the Bell telephone patent, be sus

tained by the higher court, it will prove calamitous not only

to inventors who have succeeded Bell in telephonic inven

tions, but to the public at large, who will be at the mercy of

a powerful monopoly, so far as telephonic communication is

concerned. Already the workings of this power are begin.

ning to manifest themselves in increased and apparently

exorbitant rents, with no corresponding increase in the effi

ciency of the instrument or in the perfection of the ser

vice.

This being the condition of things, it behooves telephone

inventors and telephone users to inquire as to the scope of

Bell's patent, and to acquire a knowledge of the status of

the art of telephony prior to the invention of Bell.

Should it be found that articulate speech had been trans

mitted from one point to another by means of electricity

before Bell thought of the telephone, or should it be proved

that instruments as old as the telegraph, without any altera

tions or additions whatever, could be made to transmit and

receive articulate speech through the agency of electricity,

then it might be very properly questioned whether the broad

claim for the “new art of transmitting speech by electri

city” could be sustained, even though Bell's results were

secured by improved devices.

In regard to the early transmission of speech, it is certain

that Reis, in 1861, transmitted vocal sounds by means of

electricity, and it is authoritatively stated that he trans

mitted words.” It is certain that Reis's instrument can be

used to transmit articulate speech; but now this instrument

is claimed to be crude and imperfect. The ordinary West

ern Union telegraph key and sounder, as elements of a tele

phonic system, are even more crude and imperfect, and yet

with a common telegraph key, used as a transmitter, I have

transmitted articulate speech, which has been received by

means of a common telegraph sounder, and this without

modifying either key or sounder in the least.

matter of adjustment. Now, could a broad claim for talk

ing to a telegraph key and listening to a telegraph sounder

be sustained? Can a broad claim for a “new art of trans

mitting speech by electricity,” by old and well known instru
-- - - |

mentalities, be sustained, when the new results are secured

by mechanical skill, exercised in adjustment merely?

Clearly, if Reis transmitted vocal sounds, or signals, or

words, and if Bell has done the same thing through the

agency of the same force, but in a more perfect manner,

it should signify nothing, since degrees of perfection are

not patentable. As a writer of this journal very aptly said

a short time since: “If Reis's instrument was crude and

It is simply a

If the language of the learned judge who rendered the

decision above referred to is applicable to Bell's invention,

it should also apply to that of Morse or Reis. The judge

says: “There is some evidence that Bell's experiments with

the instrument described in Fig. 7, before he took out his

patent, were not entirely successful; but this is now immate

|rial; for it is proved that the instrument will do the work,

whether the inventor knew it or not, and in the mode pointed

out by the specification.”

It is equally just to say that the telegraph key and sounder

are operative for the transmission of speech, “and that it

is immaterial whether Morse and other telegraph inventors

knew it or not, “for it is proved that the instrument will do the

work,” and as the invention of the telegraph now belongs

to the public, every function of the telegraph instrument

belongs to the public also.

It is even more just to say the same of Reis's invention.

It makes no difference whether Reis knew it or not (but he

did know it), the transmission of articulate speech by means

of his instrument is an undeniable fact.

From the foregoing it will be seen that it is at least ques

tionable whether any one is now entitled to a broad claim

for transmitting speech by electricity.

Many of the claims of Bell as to the particular method

and means employed by him for the transmission of tele

graphic and other signals are manifestly too broad and cover

some of the oldest inventions in telegraphy.

Fig. 2.-Oersted's Induction Apparatus.

For example, the first and second claims in his patent of

March 7, 1876, read thus:

“1. A system of telegraphy in which the receiver is set in

vibration by the employment of undulatory currents of

electricity.

“2. The combination of a permanent magnet or other

| body capable of inductive action with a closed circuit,” etc.

| These claims are anticipated by the invention of Oersted

imperfect, the same may be said of Bell's, for when it is in 1820 (Fig.2). His apparatus consisted of a compound

constructed and operated according to his patent, and used bar magnet, H, mounted in a standard, I, and surrounded

independently of subsequent inventions, it proves inade-linear its upper end with a coil, J. This coil was in a closed

quate for commercial purposes under the usual conditions of circuit with a distant coil, K, containing a vibratory mag

use." The original principle of the Bell telephone has really netic needle. By moving the coil, J, up and down on the

been replaced by Reis's invention, as will presently appear. magnet, H, “undulatory” currents were produced, which

That is, the Bell telephone hasreached its present usefulness vibrated the needle, giving intelligible telegraphic signals.

and popularity through the adoption of the Blake or some The more recent magneto induction key of Siemens and

other form of transmitter substantially like the original Reis Halske (Fig. 3) operates in substantially the same way.

transmitter.

It is claimed by the advocates of the Bell system of tele

phony that the lack of efficiency in the Reis transmitter was

due to the fact that intermittent currents of electricity were

employed instead of an “undulatory” current, which Bell

holds as essential; but it can be proved that in all contact

telephone instruments the current is intermittent, and this is

especially noticeable in the class having small contact sur. Between the poles of the magnet, L, is placed a Siemens

faces like the Blake and Reis instruments. armature, M, which, being vibrated by means of the lever,

* Bosttger's Notizblatt, No. 15; Dingler's Polytechnic Journal, vol. 169, produces undulatory currents in 'circuit in which it

p 599, 1863 is included. This system antedates Bell's.

IT T.

|

Fig. 3.—Siemens and Halske's Magneto-Induction Key.

The first Bell telephone is shown in Fig. 4. The arma.

ture c is fastened loosely by one extremity to the uncovered

leg of the electro-magnet b, and its other extremity is attached

Fig. 4.—Bell's First Telephone.

to the center of a stretched membrane a. When a sound is

uttered in the larger cone A the membrane attached to it is set

in vibration, and the armature connected with the membrane

is forced to partake of the motion, and thus electrical undu

lations are created upon the circuit which influences the

electro-magnet f at the opposite end of the line, so that the

motions of the armature h and membrane are the same as in

the same members of the transmitting instrument.

Fig. 5 represents the later Bell telephone. The form is

Fig. 5.—Bell's Later Telephone.

simplified, but the principle upon which it operates is the

same as that of the first instrument.

It will be observed that the transmitter and receiver are

alike, that the instruments are upon a continuously closed

circuit, and it seems to be questionable whether Bell's inven

tion covers more than this specific arrangement.

But this arrangement is not the one so largely employed

at present by our telephone exchanges. The instruments

used at opposite ends of the telephone wires are incapable

of being used interchangeably as transmitter and receiver.

In the present system of telephony an instrument similar to

that shown in Figs. 4 and 5 is used as a receiver, but

employed in this way it is difficult to see how it differs

materially from Reis's receiver, invented, used, and published

twenty years ago.

The Reis receiver, shown in Fig. 6, is familiar to all

Fig. 6.—Reis's Receiver.

students of telephony, but the lack of patentable difference

between it and the Bell instrument may not be apparent at

first. In this instrument there are all of the essential ele

ments of the Bell telephone—the magnet, the sounding board

or diaphragm, and the armature, “capable of inductive

action ”—and while it can be used in its original form, as

shown in Fig.6, it may be simplified, whereupon the identi

cal character of the instruments of Bell and Reis will at

once appear.

The original Reis instrument (Fig. 6) consisted of an electro

|
|

Fig 1.—0RDINARY TELEGRAPH KEY AND SOUNDER EMPLOYED IN THE TRANSMISSION OF ARTICULATE SPEECH.
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magnet, A, mounted on a sounding board or diaphragm, B,

and was provided with an armature, C, sustained by an arm,

D, attached to the diaphragm. By dispensing with the

adjusting screws and spring support of the armature (cutting

them off on the dotted line in Fig. 6), and by attaching the

armature directly to the angled arm, D, as in Fig. 7, an ope

rative instrument is formed, which, although simpler than

the original instrument, possesses no patentable features.

By straightening the angled arm, D, so that the diaphragm

may be placed directly in front of the poles of the magnet,

as in Fig. 8, the form of the instrument is further changed,

Fig. 8.

but it is substantially the same as the original. Leaving out

the arm, D, and attaching the armature, C, directly to the

diaphragm, B, is not an invention, and the instrument is

still the Reis receiver.

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Suppose the armature, C, to be flattened or rolled out so

as to be capable of replacing the diaphragm, B, the instru

ment would then appear with but two of the original ele.

ments (Fig 10), viz.: the magnet, A, and the armature-dia

phragm, C: it is still essentially the Reis receiver. Is it

supposable that a valid patent can be obtained by omit

ting a few non-essential elements from the original instru

ment ? -

Reis's receiver was used in connection with a transmitter

of his own invention, which was totally different from his

receiver. The transmitter (Fig. 11) consisted of a box pro.

Fig. 11.–Reis’s Transmitter.

vided with a mouthpiece, and covered by a membrane, E,

carrying a platinum contact surface, F, which is touched

lightly by a platinum point carried by the arm, G, one end

of the latter resting in the mercury cup to make a perfect

yet frictionless electrical connection. The platinum, F, and

arm, G, are in the circuit with the battery and receiver, and

the interruptions of the current take place between the plat

inum point on the arm, G, and the platinum, F, carried by

the diaphragm.

Fig. 12 shows the essential members of the Blake trans

C!

I •lel

ET=

Fig. 12.—Blake Transmitter.

mitter, which is now used almost exclusively. It is hardly

necessary to point out the similarity between this instru.

ment and the one just described. The diaphragm, E, plat

inum contact, F", and spring arm, G', are substantially the

same as the elements E, F, and G of the Reis instrument,

the only difference being the substitution of a piece of car

bon in the end of the arm, G', for the platinum in the end

of the arm, G.

From what has been said it will be seen that the system of

telephonic communication in use to-day is more Reis's than

Bell's.

AN Agricultural and Industrial Exhibition is to open on

the 14th of September, 1881, at the exhibition grounds, Mile

LIEBIG'S EXTRACT OF MEAT.

Baron von Liebig, Germany's great chemist, ascertained

that the soluble constituents of 34 pounds of pure muscle

meat (equal to 45 pounds of ordinary meat as it is received

from the butcher) may be concentrated by boiling to 1 pound

of extract, sufficient for the preparation of 190 parts of

bouillon. With his keen perception he foresaw that the

manufacture of this extract might become a great industry.

He conceived the idea that the transmarine countries rich

in cattle might become tributary to the necessities of

Europe.

In the year 1850, at the beginning of the manufacture, the

Royal Apothecary at Munich consumed scarcely one hun

dredweight annually, that is, one-tenth part of an ox, and

Liebig himself did not imagine that in a score of years the

number of cattle falling victims to this industry would num

ber millions. This statement will not appear exaggerated

when it is considered that in the summer Season there are

led daily to the slaughtering bench from one thousand to

twelve hundred oxen.

The manufactory of Liebig’s Extract of Meat Company

lies on the eastern (left) shore of the Uruguay River in that

state, and is as important to Fray Bentos as Krupp's great

steel manufactory is to Essen.

Proceeding systematically, we should consider first the

immense pasturing lands upon which the cattle peacefully

graze. These cattle are children of the Pampas, descendants

of the European cattle introduced by the Spanish conquerors.

The large level pastures were especially suited to them, and

here they increased greatly and now rove in innumerable

herds.

For the manufacture of the extract the best pieces of meat

are selected, for the simple reason that these pieces are the

most profitable for the extract. When the animals are

driven in from the Pampas to Fray Bentos they are kept for

a week upon the pasturing places mentioned, where they are

permitted to rest and feed. Then they are driven to the cor

rals, great inclosures capable of containing five thousand

oxen; from here men mounted on horseback, swinging their

lassos, drive the cattle by degrees into other smaller corrals,

until finally the way is so narrow that the animals can only

proceed one behind the other. A man stands at the side

upon a staging with a short knife. With unerring certainty

he strikes the animal close behind the horns into the spinal

marrow. As if struck by lightning the animal falls dead

upon a platform which rests upon wheels. The body rolls

upon a track to the slaughter house, where with almost in

credible celerity it is skinned and cut in pieces by skilled and

practiced men. In less than seven minutes a whole ox is

cut up. In the slaughtering season over five hundred men

are employed, powerful fellows, who are very good hearted

and harmless characters in spite of their bloody occupation,

and notwithstanding the fact that their nourishment consists

almost exclusively of meat. The dexterity with which they

handle the knife excites astonishment. The meat is separated

from the bones, as if the knife were guided through soft but

ter. One hundred and fifty to two hundred oxen can be

handled in this way per hour.

The greatest cleanliness prevails. A plentiful supply of

water is obtained from the river for washing. The slaughter

house is roofed with iron and glass, and a railway connects

it with the principal buildings of the establishment.

The raw material is conveyed in various ways from the

slaughter house. The hides are salted, the horns stored, and

the tongues are cooked and preserved in tin cans. The best

pieces, as free from fat as possible, are used for the manu

facture of the extract, while the inferior pieces are made into

tasajo (meat salted and then dried in the air), which is a

favorite article of food for the black population of Brazil

and the West Indies. The fatty parts furnish material for

the large tallow buying houses. The refuse and offal are

dried and made into fertilizers.

The meat for the manufacture of the concentrated extract

is freed from fat and gelatine, and passes through the fol

lowing processes: -

First it passes through four cutting machines, which dis.

charge it into nine large wrought iron tubs, each one hold.

ing five thousand kilogrammes. In these the meat with an

equal weight of water is heated to boiling. Then the liquid

passes through pipes into an apparatus invented by Prof.

Max Pettenkofer, where it is clarified and separated from

the fatty part. Air pumps carry the remaining fluid mass

into two reservoirs placed seven meters higher, from which

it passes into the evaporating apparatus after it has gone

through several straining processes.

The evaporating is effected in five large reservoirs, each

having a hundred disks of the same material, which revolve

in the liquid; then the extract remains quiet in other reser

voirs until the next morning, when it is placed in two cast

iron kettles surrounded by hot water jackets, each contain

ing 10,000 liters of the extract, where it is reduced to a uni

form mass. Then samples are taken which are subjected

to the careful tests of the chemist of the establishment. If

these turn out to be perfectly satisfactory as to purity, aroma,

and consistency, the extract is packed in tin chests, each con

taining one hundred pounds, and sent to Europe. Packing

the extract in small stone jars for the retail trade is done at

the general depot in Antwerp.

The cooked meat remaining in the kettle is dried in the

air, and with the addition of a few nutritive salts, and after

joiner shops, a foundry, pump works, steam cranes, etc.

The company import coal from England at a great cost,

from 7,000 to 8,000 tons being consumed yearly.

Four thousand tons of salt are consumed yearly for salting

the hides and tasajo.

The cattle slaughtered for the extract are at least four

years old, as younger animals will not supply a strong

extract.

It is unnecessary to speak of the great value and extensive

use of the extract, as it is everywhere acknowledged to be

a standard article.

ENGINEERING INVENTIONS,

An improved car axle box has been patented by Mr. Wil.

liam H. Taylor, of Richmond, Va. The object of this inven

tion is to prevent journals of car axles from heating, and

thus avoid the risk of danger and injury resulting from hot

boxes on railroad trains. For this purpose the inventor

provides for retaining water in contact with the box on one

or more sides to dissipate the heat arising from friction.

An improved elevated railway has been patented by Mr.

John G. Curtis, of Ludlow, Pa. The invention is more par

ticularly intended for use inside of a building, to convey

goods from one part of the building to another, and it may

also be used for conveying goods from one building to

another, or from place to place in a tannery or other exten

sive establishments. It consists in a novel construction,

arrangement, and combination of an elevated rail or track,

a two-wheeled truck, and a car or platform suspended from

the truck.

Messrs. James F. Guild, of Dundee, County of Forfar,

Scotland, and Arthur E. Knights, of New York city, have

patented an improved steam steering apparatus. The objects

of this invention are to move a vessel's rudder easily, quickly,

and with perfect regularity, to have it completely under con

trol and almost silent in its action, thus in a great measure

overcoming objections to the usual steam steering apparatus,

especially on passenger steamers; also to provide for steer

ing vessels either by hand or power; to provide for the relief

of the operative mechanism from the injurious effects of

shocks by strokes of waves against the rudder, and to reduce

the power usually required in apparatus of this character.

Messrs. John H. Reynolds, of Emerson, Iowa, Elisha P.

Reynolds, of Rock Island, Ill., and Ben Reynolds, of La

Mine, Mo., have patented an improved self-dumping trap

which automatically discharges its load of earth or other

material into any receptacle below its dumping platforms on

the release of griping irons by the operation of a conve

niently placed hand lever. The invention consists in sup.

porting one or more pivoted dumping platforms, in an

elevated framework, said framework supporting the upper

end of “ramps” or inclined approaches thereto, whereon

teams drawing loaded vehicles may ascend to the platforms

to deposit their load of earth or other material thereon and

descend therefrom.

An improved baling press has been patented by John

Brown, of Memphis, Tenn. The object of this invention is

to improve the construction of the baling presses for which

letters patent No. 220,216 were granted to the same inventor

October 7, 1879, to adapt them to be operated by steam

power, and to make them more convenient in use.

-----

The Presidential Cold Air Machine.

The apparatus which proved most satisfactory in cooling

the chamber of the wounded President was furnished by a

Mr. Jennings, of Baltimore. It was devised for use in a new

process of refining lard. According to the inventor's

description the apparatus consists of a cast iron chamber,

about ten feet long and three wide and three high, filled

with vertical iron frames covered with cotton terry or

Turkish toweling. These screens are placed half an inch

apart, and represent some three thousand feet of cooling sur

face. Immediately over these vertical screens is placed a

coil of inch iron pipe, the lower side of which is filled with

fine perforations. Into a galvanized iron tank, holding 100

gallons of water, is put finely granulated or shaved ice (and

salt when a low temperature is required). This water is

|'' upon the sheets in the lower tank constantly. In

each end of the iron chamber are openings thirteen inches

square. To the outer end of this chamber is a pipe connect

ing with an outdoor air conductor. To the opposite end is

connected a similar pipe leading into an ice chamber at its

top, and from the bottom of the same a pipe leads to a small

exhaust fan, and from the fan the now cold and dry air is

forced direct into the President's room through a flue some

twenty feet.it length. Air at 99 degrees temperature to day is

supplied at the rate of 22,000 cubic feet per hour at the register

in the President's room at 54 degrees, and with the windows

and doors open the temperature at the President's bed (twen

ty-five feet away) is maintained steadily at 75 degrees day

and night. When the cold air machine was introduced it

was intended to keep the windows and doors closed, and

under these conditions the machine would create and main

tain a temperature of 60 degrees in the hottest weather with

out using the auxiliary ice-air chamber now used, which was

the suggestion of Professor Newcomb and Major Powell, to

meet the requirements of cooling the room with the doors

and windows open. The closing of them gave the room an

air of gloom. An extra ice chamber fan and engine has been

End, Montreal. The prize list fills a pamphlet of 200 pages. ward being ground, is manufactured into the so-called meat- put up in a room opening into the hall near the first

Twenty-five thousand dollars in prizes are to be distributed
to exhibitors. It closes on the 23d of the same month. l

food meal.

Connected with the establishment are tin, locksmith, and

apparatus, to be used in case of accident and to cool the

corridors of rooms adjoining the President's,
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STEAM BOILER NOTES.

The reports of the chief engineers of the English boiler

insurance companies of Manchester have been published

and contain much useful information for steam users. Mr.

McDougall, of the Boiler Insurance and Steam Power Com

pany, claims to have made 13,071 thorough internal exami

nations and hydraulic tests, and to have had not one explo

sion and but one serious collapse among the 20,000 boilers

in his care. The passage of the Employers' Liability Act,

he thinks, will greatly extend the operations of boiler insur.

ance companies, and should tend to effect a great improve

ment. Mr. Lavington E. Fletcher, chief engineer of the

Manchester Steam Users' Association, in his monthly re

port, states that 971 boilers were examined from May 28 to

June 24, of which 467 were thorough annual inspections.

The discussion of the subject of flat cast iron boiler heads

is still going on in Philadelphia, and the interest seems to

increase. The Iron Age, possibly speaking by authority,

repeats the assertion that “the Hartford Company have

instructed their agents in Philadelphia not to approve boil

ers with flat cast iron heads with a greater diameter than

36 inches;” but says, “the company do not wish this action

to be construed as indicating a desire not to accommodate

manufacturers; but in view of the recent verdict of the

coroner's jury, in the case of the explosion at the dye works

of Gaffney & Dolan, they do not care to continue writing on

this class of boilers.”

Since the experimental bursting of a duplicate of the

Gaffney boiler head by the makers, Sidebotham & Powell,

on the 13th of July, as suggested in our “Notes” of July

2, to the jury, and illustrated in the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

of July 30, the inspectors of Philadelphia seem to have

plucked up courage, especially the city inspector, Mr. Overn,

who has been prompted by a lawyer, the city solicitor, to

stand on his dignity as a mechanical expert, and he accord

Ingly appears, by the Ledger, to say that he regarded the

test as a satisfactory test as to the strength of cast iron in

the ends of the boiler.” The cast iron held good up to

450 pounds, and under this showing he (Overn) would have

no hesitation in giving a boiler, with the same quality of cast

iron, a pressure of 80 pounds to the square inch.”

It is due to this gentleman to say that this is perfectly in

accordance with his faith before the Gaffney explosion, but a

misinterpretation of the cause of that accident by some

experts shook his faith in his own judgment.

Some instances of apparent hardship to owners of steam

boilers since the flat head controvery began are given in

the Philadelphia Record of the 16th of July. The lumber

mills of Van Horn & Son, at Whitehall, have been closed

since the 11th inst., and are likely to remain so, waiting a

city inspector's certificate. The machinery of this firm had

been running night and day to fill orders, and the loss, be

sides the cost of new boilers, is represented as being heavy.

Cause, 36 inch flat cast iron heads in their 42 foot boilers.

Borie & Mackay, Frankford, have received similar treat

ment from one set of inspectors, while the other passed

them so they could continue work, A large number of

other boilers have lately been refused certificates, and when

this is done by the city inspector they must stop. Messrs.

Garsed & Co., large manufacturers of cotton yarns, in

Frankford, were compelled to throw out four boilers 80

feet long, while 40 feet of the furnace end of them that

were removed fourteen years ago are said to be running

now under inspection. It may be urged by the inspectors

that these 80-foot boilers are dangerously long, but they

have an exceptionally good arrangement of supports, which

has served for over thirty years to prevent undue strains

from sagging. They rest at the ends upon solid supports.

Two sets of four volute steel car springs are placed upon

heavy arched girders, at SS, that span the boiler settings at

such intervals as to make even and elastic supports, thereby

preventing undue strains on the lower side of the boiler

from slender proportions.

These four boilers were built by Brooks and Stanhope, in

1850, John Powell (now of Sidebotham & Powell) foreman,

and for many years after they were put to work the engineer

used leaden gaskets for the man-hole joints, and he had a

habit of adjusting his plate and gasket when closing the

boilers and screwing up pretty hard. But if the joint was

not tight after raising steam, he was accustomed to beat the

head with a heavy sledge near the gasket seat, to settle the

uneven plate upon the lead and make it steam-tight. The

marks of this violence are still plainly seen on the castings,

which are about the same thickness and style as the Gaffney

boiler heads.

The Ledger also credits Mr. Overn with the remark “that

he was inclined to believe, from what he had recently

observed, that eventually the city would have the entire

work of inspection, for he thought the Hartford people

would drop the Inspection department of their business and

confine themselves solely to insurance, relying on the city's

inspection.”

It naturally occurs to lookers on who feel an interest in

the subject to inquire why the verdict of an unfriendly

jury should make a breach between an insurance company

who have heretofore been not only willing but desirous of

insuring, and the friendly manufacturers who were willing

and desirous of having them insure boilers that have dur

1ng their experience proved as safe as any of that type.

The Philadelphia Record, in commenting on the flat head

muddle and its effect on the manufacturing interests since

the Gaffney explosion, says: “Nearly two-thirds of the

boilers in use in the suburbs have flat cast iron heads, and

the owners are in daily fear that an edict will be promul

gated which will put a temporary stop to their operations.”

We learn that a boiler explosion took place about the 19th

of July, 1881, at Watertown, near Marietta, Ohio. The

boiler of a saw mill was blown to atoms. Hiram Brockway

and Eugene Barclay were instantly killed. Three others,

Isaac Johnson, Robert Alexander, and William . Conner,

were fatally injured. Johnson has since died.

The June number of the Hartford Steam Boiler Insurance

Company's circular contains the inspector's report for April,

1881, by which it appears that 3,960 boilers were viewed, of

which 1,593 were inspected internally and externally, and

528 dangerous defects were found; notable annong them

were 23 safety valves in dangerous condition, and 74 boilers

without steam gauges. 39 boilers were condemned in April.

There is also notice of 8 explosions in May, and one illustrated

explosion that occurred in 1877, in Brooklyn, N. Y.

-------

MISCELLANEOUS INVENTIONS.

Mr. William A. Thompson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has

patented an improved fire escape, which consists of a cradle

formed of curved side bars connected by cross bars and pro

vided with supporting bars or legs, the cradle being hinged

to a rod attached to the window casing below the sill, and

having a ladder attached to its free end and provided with

means whereby the fire escape can be extended from the

window when required for use, and folded down inside the

window when not required for use.

An improved baling press has been patented by Mr. Nel

son Arave, of Hooper, Utah Ter. The object of this inven

tion is to press hay and other materials in successive bales

by the continuous forward movement of the driving me.

chanism.

Heretofore alloys, in which lead forms a component part

have been used for coating cast and wrought iron to protect

the same against oxidation, and zinc and tin alone are in

common use for this purpose; but several objections and

difficulties attended the use of these materials when applied

by the methods now known—as, for instance, when zinc or

tin is used and applied directly upon the iron the zinc at

tacks the iron in such manner as to injure its durability and

tenacity, and this is also true of such alloys as antimony,

bismuth, and lead, and nickel, tin, zinc, and lead; and, be

sides, in applying these alloys or the zinc a dross is formed

in the molten baths, which is troublesome to remove, and

results in a loss of metal, and wrought or cast iron has never

been successfully coated with unalloyed lead. Mr. William

Frishmuth, of Philadelphia, Pa., has patented a process of

thoroughly and effectively coating cast iron or sheets of

wrought or cast iron or other metals with pure lead, or with

zinc or tin, in such manner that the metal coated will be pro

tected against oxidation and its durability and tenacity pre

served, and in such manner that there will be no formation

of dross in the molten baths. The invention consists essen

tially in protecting or preparing the surfaces to be coated

by depositing upon them, by electroplating or otherwise, a

thin coating of nickel, or an alloy of nickel and aluminum.

It is well known to workers of gold and silver ores that

the pan amalgamation process always results in a very con

siderable loss of the precious metals and of the quicksilver,

the loss of the former being in a great measure due to the

fact that the particles of metal are coated with some substance

that repels the quicksilver or prevents its contact with the

metal, and the loss of the quicksilver being principally due

to the “flouring” of the latter, because of its trituration in

the pans and because of the presence of certain interfering

mineral substances that coat the globules of quicksilver and

prevent their reunion. Messrs. William H. C. Mathews,

Charles W. Ayres, and Madison D. Campbell, of Bodie, Cal.,

have patented a cheap and effective compound to be used

for preventing this loss of both the gold and silver and the

quicksilver, by brightening the particles of the precious

metals and by preventing the coating of the quicksilver

globules.

An improved apparatus for separating sulphurets in ore

washing has been patented by Mr. William F. Devan, of

Gwin Mine, Cal. The object of this invention is to improve

ore washers and save the sulphurets by an operation that is

both continuous and economical.

An improved bird cage has been patented by Mr. John B.

Abernathy, of Covington, Ky. The object of this invention

is to protect the animals confined in cages from suffering by

external violence and from being preyed upon by larger ani

mals.

An improved adjustable piston, which is so constructed

that the packing of the same can be depressed and spread

proportionately as it wears off, by adjusting the piston

accordingly, so that the packing will always fit closely in

the pump-cylinder, has been patented by Mr. James Preston,

of New York City. A packing of any desired size is held

between the opposite convex or flat conical surfaces of the

plates, and in case this packing becomes worn off it can be

spread by forcing the disks toward each other.

The Eyes of Science.

In a communication to the Herald, describing the won

ders of the eyes which science has fashioned—telescopic,

microscopic, spectroscopic, and, most marvelous of all, pho

tographic eyes—Mr. Richard H. Proctor says:

Ordinary human eyesight, even when strengthened and

extended by optical devices, possesses certain imperfections

and is used under certain difficulties. For instance, at

least a tenth of a second is required for the eye to take a

full look at any object. Even if the eye could see an object

in less time the image remains at least this time impressed

on the retina. Thus the eye cannot see an object which

moves very rapidly, and even when an eye sees an object

moving not too rapidly, or moving in a circle so as continu.

ally to renew the impression (as where a burning rod is

whirled round in a dark room), the object is not seen as it

really is, but the successive images, owing to the persist

ence of luminous impressions, are blurred together into an

image utterly unlike the real object. Again, when an ob

ject is rapidly changing in shape the eye is often quite un

able to see distinctly any one of the shapes which the object

assumes. Thus scarcely one of the attitudes of a galloping

horse can be seen by the human eye, insomuch that the finest

pictures of a charge or a race show not one attitude which

a horse really assumes when galloping. Yet again, the eye

is often prevented from recognizing the true shape of an

object which is itself at rest, by reason of continual fluc

tuations in the medium through which the object is seen, as

for instance when the telescopic image of a sun spot is ex

amined through disturbed air, or when smaller details of

the solar surface are examined through the air at its very

stillest.

OPTICAL DIFFICULTIES.

In all these cases the real trouble is that the eye requires

a certain definite though short time in which to take in, as

it were, the visual image, and that during this time the ob.

ject forming the image is changing in form, either actually

or apparently. On the other hand, there are cases of an op

posite kind, in which the eye fails to recognize objects or

their details because of their exceeding faintness, the eye

gaining nothing by the length of time during which it is in

action. Thus if we look at a point in the heavens at night

where there is a telescopic star the eye fails to see that orb

if directed toward it during the tenth of a second (the period

necessary for distinct vision under ordinary conditions), nor

can the eye see the orb better if directed toward it for a

second or for a minute or for an hour. Now science posses.

ses an eye free from these defects, by means of which ordi.

nary vision may be made to see an object as it would be seen

if the human eye could take in the image in the thousandth

part of a second, or even less time, or, on the other hand, as

it might be seen if the human eye could look steadily for an

hour or more, gaining distinctness of vision precisely in

proportion to the increase of the time during which the eye

was used.

A LIGHTNING GLANCE.

For instance, in lecturing on the sun I have been able to

tell my hearers that a certain photograph of the sun's surface

had been so rapidly taken as to show details which no

astronomer had ever actually seen or could see, even though

he used the most powerful telescope ever made, and gave

to the study of the sun with such an instrument every mo.

ment of his working life

A LONG GAZE.

On the other hand, but a few weeks ago I was looking in

Dr. Henry Draper's observatory at a picture of the great

nebula in Orion which had been two hours and twenty

minutes forming itself on the retina of the photographic eye

of science—in other words, the negative had required an ex

posure of this duration. I say nothing, though I might well

say much, on the mechanical skill and ingenuity required to

retain the telescopic image so long unchanged in position,

though all the time the diurnal motion of the heavens

was carrying Orion round the heavens at the rate (in

reality a slightly greater rate) at which the sun moves

in the skies, nor do I dwell on the optical and physical diffi.

culties involved in the task which Dr. Draper had thus suc

cessfully achieved. The point I wish chiefly to dwell upon

is this, that where such a photograph is taken science does

in reality employ an eye which can give hours to a single

look. And let it be noted that we see now but the beginning

of the use of the photographic eye, which can see in the five

thousandth part of a second if need be, or if need be can rest

its gaze for many hours on the same object, seeing more and

more as minute after minute passes on. Yet already the

swifter view of the photographic eye has shown details

which the unaided human eye, or that eye aided only by the

telescope or microscope, could never see, while the stead.

fast gaze of the photographic eye has revealed what it has

been given to no human eye to see by direct vision.

SEES AND DELINEATES.

Note, further, that the photographic eye in seeing, deline.

ates also, whereas often enough the eye keenest to see is but

little skilled to guide the hand to delineate what is seen, and

yet oftener the ordinary eye can obtain but so brief a view

of an object that there is no time to draw what is seen with:

out trusting to memory, which in such matters is too often

treacherous. The finest picture of the solar rice grains as

drawn by any human artist has much less value than have

Janssen's instantaneous photographs of the sun's surface.

The best picture of the great Orion nebula—which, despite

Mr. Delarue's opinion in favor of the view taken with Lord

Rosse's telescope, I consider to be unquestionably Mr. Trou.

velot's picture taken with the great Washington telescope—

shows no details which are not clearly recognizable in Dr.

Draper's beautiful negative, while skillful though Mr. Trou.

velot is as an artist, nature has surpassed him in presenting

truthfully not only all details but all grades and varieties of

shading. And these are but illustrative instances, belong

ing, too, but to the beginning of the application of photo

graphy to science.
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|by any neglect on his part he should fail to put it in gear One of the great advantages gained is that it removes theIMPROVED CAR STARTER.

No subject is more deserving of the attention of inventors again, it acts automatically as soon as he attaches the horses concussion from the car, preventing the sudden jerking of

than that of starting our heavily laden street cars after they to the draught bar.

have come to a full stop, and singularly enough no subject

has been more bunglingly treated. The two essential quali

ties of a car starter are simplicity and durability. Compli

cated and expensive mechanism for this purpose is entirely

out of the question, as no class of devices are subjected to

greater wear or greater inequalities of strain.

The car starter shown in our engraving happily combines

all the essential qualities, and has proved itself by actual and

continued use to be adequate to all the requirements of a

device of this character. The clutch employed is of novel

construction, and the leverage is equal to the radius of the |

wheels.

In the engraving Fig. 1 is an elevation of a portion of a

car, showing the clutch of the starter in section. Fig. 2 is

an inverted plan view. Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the

clutch and clutch lever, and Fig. 4 shows the inner end of

the clutch lever.

The axle, A, with which the apparatus is connected, has

attached to it a sleeve, B, and a clutch, C, which may be

rotated around the enlarged central portion of the sleeve.

In connection with this clutch there is a lever, D, the cen

tral pivoted end of which is pivoted in a slot in the clutch,

C, in such a way as to have freedom of motion to a certain |

extent up and down. Upon the outside of this central por

tion are winged flanges which embrace the sides of the clutch,

C. A pivotal pin, passing through these wings as well as the

central portion, and clutch, C, give steadiness to the lever,

D, and prevent it from lateral movements. At the extreme

inner end of the lever, D, there is a recess, of a semi-globu

lar form, elongated in the direction of the length of the

lever. A ball, a, having freedom of movement, is placed

between this recess and groove, around the central portion of

the sleeve, B. This ball, in the movement of the lever at

the proper point, is clamped against the groove, and, having

freedom of movement in its own recess, presents continually

a new wearing surface, and avoids the inconvenience and

bad results which would follow if no such ball were

employed.

By reason of the longitudinal form of the recess, the ball,

in the upward movement of the lever, is brought into

engagement in the upper part of its recess with the groove

in the sleeve, and therefore the resistance of the ball, being

in a slightly angular direction, is increased to such an

extent that it never slips.

The outer end of the lever, D, is slotted to receive the

link of the chain, E, which is held by a bolt, so that if it is

necessary to shorten the chain at any time the bolt may be

withdrawn, and then replaced through another link of the

same chain. The chain, E, passes over a pulley secured to

the bottom of the car, is attached to a rod, F, which, in

turn, is attached to the draw bar, G, by a pivotal connec

tion. The inner end of the draw bar connects with one end

of the lever, D, pivoted to the bottom of the car, and a

spring, with this lever between its pivotal point and its free

end, presses it back, and draws back the draw bar, and holds

it in this position when no force is applied to it.

It will be seen that with any forward motion of the draw

bar the lever, D, will be raised, and the power for the mo

ment will be exerted to great advantage, and the car will be

started easily with

out strains orshocks

on the horses, har

neSS, or car.

To check any re.

trograde movement

of the car upon up

grades, an auxiliary

ball, b, is placed in

a cavity in the

clutch, C. When the

car makesthe slight

est movement back

ward the ball, b,

wedges in the cavi.

ty and stops the car.

The starter is not

intended to super

sede the brakes, but

to be used as sup

plementary to them.

The main object is

to lessen the labor

of overcoming the

inertia at the initial

of the forward

movement, and also

to equalize the

draught after the

loaded car has been

put in motion.

Thereis also an at

tachment by which

the driver is enabled

to reverse his car

by throwing the

lever out of gear—

and preventing the

locking of the wheel

-simply by a pres

sure of the foot. If

The ball of the checking device is thrown out of position

to engage the clutch by means of a rod attached to the yoke,

H, and extending into the ball cavity. This yoke is ope

IMPROVED DROP PREss.

rated by a pedal, L, through the medium of the angled

levers, K, I, the rod, J, and a short section of chain con

necting the double arm of the lever, I, with the yoke, H.

By means of this mechanism the checking device may at

any time be thrown out by the pressure of the foot on the

pedal, L, and should it be desirable to keep it out of engage.

ment with the clutch, the catch on the pedal is hooked under

a plate in the platform.

|

|

|

HILL'S CAR STARTER,

passengers inside when the car starts up. So smoothly does

it start that even a lady could get on at the time without

inconvenience. Another advantage is that passengers stand

ing up are not jostled and thrown around the car, as all the

jerking and pitching is done away with. The explanation

of the matter is simply that it moves the car to move the

load, instead of moving the load to move the car.

This improved car starter is in continuous use on some of

our leading horse-car lines in this city, giving great satisfac

tion. This starter has been applied to some of the car lines

in Baltimore with great success, and it should meet the

approval of all street railroad companies.

Further information in regard to this useful invention may

be obtained by addressing P. B. Shaw, Grand Hotel, 31s

street and Broadway, New York city, or the American Car

Starter Co., Williamsport, Pa.

|

NEW DROP PRESS.

The variety of work that can be welded and forged under

a drop press, and the great economy and rapidity with which

it can be done, have worked a complete revolution in the pro

duction of steel and iron shapes. In no other way can dupli

cates be made so surely to replace missing or broken parts.

We illustrate a new drop press which is a great improve

ment over those now in use. The patent connection between

the crank pin and hammer is slightly elastic and acts as a

cushion.

| The right tension can be much easier attained and changes

can be more readily made than with the strap in common

use. Its first cost is less, and when worn out can be quickly

replaced at a small expense. We are informed that quite a

| demand has arisen for this connection to replace old straps

on lifters of drop presses of other manufacturers.

Internal steel ratchets—whose teeth are much stronger

than those of external ratchets—are used in constructing

this press, and the ratchet being attached to the rim of the

main driving gear the transmission of the strain through the

arms of the gear wheel is avoided. The greatest strain on

crank and ratchet drop presses comes when the dog fails to

catch a tooth at its furthest rebound, then it falls back to the

next tooth. This ratchet contains forty-five teeth, and hence

the falling back in this machine is always through a very

small distance. This press is manufactured by Williams,

White & Co., Moline, Ill.

Steam Wagons.

The Colusa Sun says: “After all his experiments, Cap

tain Roberts, of the San Joaquin Company, is still an enthu.

|siast about his steam wagon enterprise. We had a conver

sation with him some time ago, and he thinks that roads

suitable for his wagon can be built very cheaply. While the

wagons run and pull very heavy loads on common roads, he

thinks of digging two small graded ditches and filling with

gravel, which will pack as hard as iron, and give a solid

road for each of the broad wheels, and for the wagon wheels

that follow with the loads. The Chico Enterprise, of

Tuesday, has an item to the effect that this “steam wagon

has been thoroughly overhauled and improved at the Union

Iron Works, Sacramento, and on a recent trial worked satis.

factorily. Its weight

is 17 or 18 tons, and

it is calculated to

haul 50 tons of grain

at each trip. It will

be taken to the

Upper Sacramento

valley in a day or

two, and will en

gage in grain haul

ing between Rice

ville and McIn

tosh's Landing.”

“Capt. Roberts

will, if this one shall

prove the success he

anticipates, put on

wagons to run to all

the principal land

ings on the river,

and thus cross-sec

tion the entire Sa

cramento valley.

He will have, in

effect, a freight rail

road across the val

ley, from foothill to

river, every eight or

ten miles. We sin

cerely hope that the

wagons may prove

successful, as it

would be one of the

grandest things for

the Sacramento val

ley that could be

imagined; that is,

always provided we

can keep the river

navigation from

being destroyed.”
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SHELTERING HAY RICK often produce ulcerations.

A straw or hay rick that can be used as a shelter for cat- changes before becoming perfect lampreys.

tle, horses, etc., is shown in the annexed engraving. The young are destitute of teeth and have only rudimentary eyes.

frame of the stack consists of two square fences with a pass.

age way between them. The passage is covered by a peak

roof framed or tied, the rafters being formed of fence rails or

thick poles, with their lower ends set a small

distance in the ground. The hay is placed

in the spaces inclosed by the fences and upon

the rafters, and the stack is built up to the

ordinary height. Very long stacks can be

provided with two passage ways if desired.

It is considered advisable to construct the

frames of these hay stacks as permanent

StructureS.

---

Pharaoh's Serpent and the “Sea Snake.”

We have heard a good deal about the amus

ing chemical toy “Pharaoh's serpent,” both

harmless and injurious, from its unhealthy

vapors given off in the process of burning,

but little about another very ingenious and

singular chemical phenomenon, discovered

and exhibited by the late Prof. Graham, Mas

ter of the Mint, which might be termed, in

contradistinction to Pharaoh's land serpent,

the “sea snake,” as it is produced under

water. His experiment went to show the

prodigious amount to which the metal palla

dium will absorb hydrogen: an amount ex

ceeding by some hundreds of times its own

bulk. Two ribbons of palladium, attached

to the two poles of a battery, were seen loose.

ly coiled in a water bath. The current was

turned on; the ribbons took in so much hy

drogen that they expanded, uncoiled, and

stretched themselves across the bath, as if

alive. The current was reversed, the hydro

gen was thrown off, and the ribbons resumed

.
|->| ||

*
---

* .

The young pass through several lamprey will receive special attention from the French

At first the cooks, and is to be served in every known style.

The negroes of the South have great respect for the lam

With the Italians and French the lamprey is considered a prey eel on account of its supposed medicinal qualities,

great delicacy, whereas in England only the poorer classes the skins being in great demand as infallible cures for rheu

eat it.

SHELTERING HAY RICK.

In this country it is valued only by a few epicures, matism and kindred ailments. The skins are bound about

the ankles, wrists, and neck of the patient

while fresh from the body of the cel, and

are worn for long periods of time, in fact

often till they drop off.

In the months of March and April the lam.

preys begin ascending our fresh water rivers

and streams that empty into salt water. Here

they construct what might be called a nest,

composed of stones piled up in a heap. These

stones are carried from a distance by means

of their sucking mouth. In these conical

heaps of stones they deposit their spawn.

--

Botanical Sources of Tonga.

Some time ago a native medicine called

“tonga " was introduced into England and

the United States from the Fiji Islands,

where it has long been in use as a remedy

in neuralgic affections. No clew to the origin

of this drug, which belongs to the vegetable

kingdom, has hitherto been obtained, as the

natives have jealously guarded the secret.

According to a recent number of the Garden

ers' Chronicle, however, the botanical source

of the medicine has now been found out

through specimens sent by Mr R. L. Holmes,

and submitted to Baron Von Mueller for iden

tification.

The component parts of tonga consist of

two plants only. The first, called by the

natives “Aro,” is Premna taitensis, and be:

longs to the order verbenaceae. Mr. Holmes

states that it is, in open dry places, a shrub.

their coil. They might have been compared to a couple of , and is rarely seen on the fish stands. Sothern, the actor, con- flowering when quite small, but near water-courses becomes

writhing worms. The sight was amusing; but it exempli- sidered it a great luxury, and was known to pay very high a tall tree, the timber of which is used in building, the inner

fied the researches by which Prof. Graham has thrown light

on an important question in cosmical science, and led him

to the discovery of the metal to which he has given the

name of “hydrogenium.” “What do you think,” wrote the

Professor to Hofmann, “of a metallic hydrogen, a white

magnetic metal?” The condensation of hydrogen in palla

dium, and the discovery of the occlusion of hydrogen in

meteoric iron, confirmed the conclusion to which spectrum

analysis had previously conducted us, that the meteorites

came from an atmosphere of incandescent hydrogen exist

ing under very considerable pressure. Graham's fame as

one of England's greatest chemists justly rests upon this im

portant discovery.–Monthly Magazine.

---4-------

THE SEA LAMPREY.

The lampreys form a small group of hardly more than a

dozen varieties, and are the most imperfectly developed,

and occupy the lowest grade of all fishes, with the exception

of the Lancelet. Their skeleton consists entirely of cartila

ginous material. They are destitute of ribs, shoulder gir

dle, real jaws, and scales, and are possessed of only one nos

tril, and their gills have the form of fixed sacs. In their

habit of feeding and attaching themselves to the bodies of

other fish, from which they rasp off the flesh and suck the

juices, they become very suggestive of the leech.

The body of the sea lamprey is olive-green, mottled with

dark brown. Length from two to three feet; numerous

rows of mucous ducts on the head and body. The mouth,

when not attached to any object, forms a longitudinal fis.

sure; When at

tached it is circular

prices to obtain it, being of the opinion that it contained

more brain food than any other fish.

It is related of the Roman emperors that, so great was

MOUTH AND TEETH OF SEA LAMPREY.

their valuation of the lamprey, both as a luxury and stimu.

lating food, artificial ponds were constructed in which

to fatten the lampreys, the principal food used being well

fattened living slaves, on whose bodies the eels would fasten

and feed, affording an enjoyable pastime to the noble

Roman.

The only place in New York city where the lamprey is

served up is at the Grand Union Hotel.

At the next dinner of the Ichthyophagous Club, the sea

bark being the part used in medicine. The other plant,

known as “Nai Yalu," or “Walu,” is an Arad, the Raphio

| dophora vitiensis of Seemann. It is a creeper, growing freely

in sheltered places, climbing over stones and the like till it

finds a tree, when it changes its nature. From a small vine,

not thicker than a quill at the foot of a tree, it gradually

expands, the stem growing to one or two inches in diame

ter, and the leaves, as many feet long, become pinnatifid,

forming a handsome plant. It is the dried scraped stems of

this plant that form the second ingredient in tonga.

-©

Preservation of Flowers with their Natural Form

and Color.

One of the processes consists, says La Belgique Horticole,

in inclosing the flower or flowers in a glass jar provided with

an air-tight, hollow ground-glass stopper, the cavity of

which is filled with quicklime wrapped in leather. The

object of the lime is to absorb the small quantity of humidity

already existing in the jar or which might enter on a removal

of the stopper. The dry air, deprived of its carbonic acid,

occupying the jar, seems to brighten the color of the flowers

and preserves them in their natural colors.

Mr. Cornelis's other method consists in burying the flowers

carefully in sand and then drying them. The most conve.

nient receptacle that he finds for this purpose is a piece of

paper wrapped in the form of a cone, the point being bent

over so as to form a truncated cone. The desiccation may

be effected at a temperature of 90° to 100°, but the method

which gives the best results is desiccation in a vacuum in

the presence of com

mercial sulphuric

in form. The teeth

are of various kinds,

generally disposed

in concentric cir

cles. In the throat,

and partially clos

ing it, is a group of

three large teeth.

(See illustration.)

Lips fleshy, with a

distinct and slightly

fimbriated me m -

brane, and beneath

a deep triangular

fossa, having a fold

on each side.

Lampreys are fre

quently found at

tached to sturgeon,

from which they

suck the slime and

mucus exuded in

abundance through

the pores of the

sturgeon. All the

skate family pro

vide favorite food

for the lampreys, in

whose bodies they

rasp out deep

wounds, which THE SEA LAMPREY.

acid or any other

substance which ab

sorbs water with

avidity, such, for

instance, as chloride

of calcium or caus

tic potash. The

flower once dried,

which will be in

eight or ten days, it

must be removed

from the sand with

great care, for it is

very fragile. The

dust remaining on

the petals is re

moved by allowing

coarse sand to fall

upon them from a

small height. After

this species of wash

ing the specimen

has received all the

treatment necessa

ry, and in this state

may be preserved

indefinitely if it be

inclosed in a her

Inetically sealed jar

along with a little

quicklime.
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The preservation of color in dried flowers, however, will

not in all cases be attended with success, the action of light

upon them being very variable. Certain kinds stand the light

perfectly—even the direct light of the sun; others are even

influenced by a diffused light, and there are some again that

are discolored even in partial darkness. Three plants,

Abutilon selowi, Fritillaria imperialis, and Vanda suavis,

exhibit an unlooked for phenomenon. When dried, these

flowers become of a reddish-brown, but when they are

exposed to the sun they assume a tint which is quite like

their original one, except Fritillaria (the crown-imperial),

which becomes violet.

MECHANICAL INVENTIONS.

Mr. George W. Greene, corner 41st street and A. V. R. R.,

Pittsburg, Pa., has patented an improved machine for cut

ting tapered cork. This ingenious machine cannot be

described without engravings.

A means by which the felly of a carriage, wagon, or other

similar wheel may be enlarged for the purpose of tightening

the tire of the wheel, has been patented by Mr. William

Downham, of St. Johns, Mich.

A velocipede designed to be operated by two persons

standing and applying their w weight to the treadles,

has been patented by Mr. Oliver U. Guinand, of Lawrence

burg, Ky. This vehicle is more easy to mount than the

velocipedes in common use, and affords conveniences for

carrying small parcels and packages.

An improved motive power has been patented by Mr.

Obadiah W. Gibson, of Kelly

ville, Texas. This invention re

lates to improvements in motive . -

powers by which the entire 4 :I.

power of the horse is thrown on

the shaft that operates the gear

mechanism, which may be ap

plied to the running of cotton

gins, grist and flouring mills,

and other purposes. The inven

tion consists of an inclined

wheel applied to a center shaft

that turns in fixed bottom bear

ings and adjustable top bearings,

and transmits the power by a

crown wheel and gear wheels

and shafts in one or both direc

tions.

Messrs. Charles C. Henderson

and Jacob R. Henderson, of

OF A STEAM DRYING CYLINDER.

BY 8. N. HARTWELL.

On the afternoon of July 10 a steam drying cylinder in

the Staten Island dye house of Barrett & Nephews, about

one mile south of the steamboat landing at Port Richmond,

S. I., exploded, seriously injuring five persons. The sketch,

Fig. 1, shows the cylinder at A, one of three driven by a

small steam engine and used for drying piece goods. Fig. 2

is an enlarged detail of the head joint. The cylinder was

made of copper, tinned on its exterior surface, 36 inches

diameter by 48 inches long. The copper shell was about

one-tenth of an inch thick, brazed at its longitudinal seam

and fixed upon a cast iron spool by means of wrought iron

hoops shrunk upon the copper over the spoolhead shown in

section, Fig. 2, in which B is the hoop, C’ the cast iron

head, and A" a section of the copper. The copper was

calked at the edge, between the hoop and head, to make it

steam tight, and to support the head. The heads were flat,

something less than three-quarters of an inch thick in the

web, thickened at the periphery, as shown in Fig. 2. The bar

rel of the cast iron spool was hollow, having hollow wrought

journals. The inlet and outlet pipes for the steam were half

inch, and entered the journals through stuffing boxes. A

small safety valve was fixed to the inlet pipe. This cylinder

is said to have borne a test pressure of 100 pounds to the

square inch, applied by the makers. This, however, may

be an error. The cylinder was about three years old, but

had lately been to the maker to be retinned, since when no

one remembers to have seen steam escape from the safety

EXPLOSION PROTECTION FROM LIGHTNING.

During the present summer thus far no very remarkable

damages from lightning in this part of the country have

been reported. A few buildings have been struck and a few

persons killed; but on the whole the losses of life and prop

erty have, we believe, been less than for some years past.

The oil regions of Pennsylvania have been remarkably

exempt. Last season, as will be remembered, many oil

tanks were struck and their contents burned. But this year,

up to the present time, we hear of no oil burning from light

ning. We believe that in quite a number of cases the owners

of tanks have put up rods and earth connections, with the

hope of saving their property. We should be glad if our

correspondents in the oil country would send us notes of

such improvements and take pains to observe and report the

results if thunderstorms take place.

On the 12th of July a heavy thunderstorm passed over

the cities of New York and Brooklyn with frequent and

powerful discharges of lightning. The thousands of tele

graph and telephone wires caused a general diffusion of the

electric currents about town. In the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN

office there was a good deal of electrical snapping on the

telephone conductors; while at the general Telephone

Exchange and also at the Western Union Telegraph office

there was an extensive display of this sort of fireworks. At

all these offices the wire terminals are located in close prox

imity to conductors that are well grounded in the earth, and

when lightning follows the wires into the buildings it simply

leaps, with a spark and snap, to the ground conductor and

is dispersed. During the above

storm the great seaside resort,

near New York, known as the

Manhattan Beach Hotel, situated

at the edge of the ocean, Coney

Island, was struck by lightning;

fortunately no serious damage

was done. Several thousand

persons had sought shelter from

the rain within the saloons and

under the piazzas of the immense

structure. A blinding flash and

EXPLOSION OF A STEAM DRYING CYLINDER.

Arkadelphia, Ark., have patented a machine adapted for valve, although the weight was set for a light pressure.

measuring heavy cloths, bagging, and similar materials in

lengths, as desired, in place of the usual method of measur

ing by hand. More particularly the object is to wind the

material from the roll upon a suitable drum, measure the

material as it is wound, and provide an indicator of the

amount rolled off, so that the desired quantity can be

wound and then cut off.

A simple machine for rapidly peeling vegetables or fruits, |

such as potatoes and apples, has been patented by Mr. Her

vey Law, of Chatham, N. J. This machine is especially

designed for peeling potatoes, which are usually of very

irregular forms and sizes; and the invention consists in

means whereby the Jutter may be quickly set to a longer or

shorter travel to correspond to the length of the potato.

An improved cloth-measuring machine has been patented

by Messrs. Charles C. Henderson and Jacob B. Henderson,

of Arkadelphia, Ark. This improvement relates to ma

chines for winding off and measuring bagging and heavy

bolt goods, and is designed to save the time and labor

required in doing such work by hand. It is specially cal

culated to relieve the counting shaft of weight from the

passing web.

An improved device for removing fire damp from mines

has been patented by Mr. Francis Wodiczka, of Gratz, Aus

tria. The invention consists in arranging a pipe or channel,

provided with a series of suction funnels, along the ridge of

all the galleries and adits of a mine, which channel is con

nected with a side channel, which, in turn, leads into the |

main or receiving channel, which is in communication with

the gas flue or chimney.

—-t-e

Hot Water for the Heart.

In a letter to the Lancet, Dr. A. Paggi records the fol

lowing observation: He states that in Paris he saw a case in

which, under the inhalation of chloroform, the heart ceased to

beat,and artificial respiration for ten minutes failed to restore

circulation, when Dr. Labbé dipped a large cloth in boiling

water and applied it to the region of the heart, with the

result of immediately restoring the action of that organ.

-4-O--

THE London Iron Trade Exchange, of recent date, pub

lishes a complete list of blast furnaces in and out of blast in

the United Kingdom. From the returns it appears that out

of the total 943 furnaces built, 563 are in blast and 380 are

standing. There are probably 40 furnaces in various dis

tricts which are not included in the returns, but none of

these have been in blast for many years, and they will never

be relighted; others are dismantled, and some have never

been completed. The returns from Derbyshire were imper

fect, and the figures relating to that district may not be

quite accurate, but as regards other districts, the figures, says

the Exchange, may be relied on.

cylinder while repairs were going on.

The cylinder was located with reference to its fellows at

A, and about 150 feet from the steam boiler that supplied it

with steam through a 1% inch main and a half inch branch

pipe.

The safety valves on the steam boilers, of which

there were four horizontal tubulars in this system, were

weighted to blow at a limit of 50 pounds per square

inch.

A small drip pipe was tapped into the barrel of the spool

of the exploded cylinder at a right angle to its axis; that was

for the purpose of carrying off the water of condensation,

which was forced out intermittently as the end of the pipe

dipped into the water in the bottom of the cylinder at each

revolution, steam escaping in the interim. There was a

valve opening inward to prevent collapse in case of an acci

dental vacuum in the cylinder.

On the day of the accident the cylinder, A, had been a

short time in operation after standing for considerable time,

when the right-hand head blew out as shown, knocking the

cylinder, C, against the wall and breaking the frame. The

exploded cylinder flew in a direct line of its axis to the left

through an open archway, F, into an adjoining room,

knocking down and breaking in pieces the squeezing

machine, D, and its supporting posts; thence it struck and

displaced the third drying cylinder, B, and landed in the

corner, at A', a badly smashed concern, about 40 feet from

its starting point. The concussion broke two windows, E

and E, one in each room nearly in line, while a piece of the

broken squeezer, D, was shot endwise through the window,

E", into the dye house, breaking a man's arm.

During the experience of Captain C. W. Kennedy, the

| secretary and superintendent of the works, and that of the

dyer, Mr. E. Parker, covering the thirty odd years of the

existence of the Barrett dye house, drying cylinders have

occasionally given out in a mild way, sometimes even leaving

their places from the effect of the escaping steam. The

absence of water, which no doubt was present in consider

able quantity in this case, accounts for the difference.

THE HYPOTHESIS

in this case is that the safety valve had been damaged in the

resetting or the removal of the cylinder for retinning, and

that the outlet pipe for steam and water subsequently became

choked with a wad of some kind that found its way into the

Water accumulated

from condensation of steam, which leaked into the cylinder

while stopped, and on starting, the pressure in the generator

being 40 to 50 pounds per square inch, gradually rose in the

cylinder till its strength was exceeded, when it gave way as

steam boilers sometimes do at the weakest point. The work

of destruction is then accomplished by the explosion—sudden

expansion—of the water which is suddenly relieved, the heat

due to the difference of pressure escaping from every part of

its mass with great violence.

a deafening roar informed the

multitude that the house had

been struck. But none were

injured. The building is 600

feet long, 100 feet broad, three

stories high, and although well

provided with almost every other

convenience and apparatus for

safety, no precautions in respect to protection from

lightning had been adopted. The several spires or steeples

that rise from different parts of the building were sur.

mounted by ornamental sprays or branches of iron,

which would have formed excellent lightning rods had they

been connected with the earth. After the storm we made a

careful examination of the premises, and found that the

lightning had struck the iron ornaments of the central tower,

ran down the iron staff thereof on to the wooden timbers

within the spire, where the iron terminated; thence the elec

trical current continued down on the wooden rafters, splint

ering the same for a distance of about 30 feet to the ceiling

of the topmost sleeping room, where it burst through the

plastering and took to an adjacent gas pipe, on which the cur

rent went to theground without further damage. It is obvious

that all the iron work of the spires and roof trimmings should

be connected by rods with the metal pipings in the ground,

and doubtless this will now be done. The escape of the

tower from fire, with the iron staff terminating in the middle

of a mass of dry timbers, is quite fortunate.

We will here repeat the golden rule which must be

observed if protection from lightning is expected, namely,

the rod must have a large area of conducting material for its

"underground terminal. Everybody will understand the folly

of embedding the extremity of the rod in the woodwork of

a steeple, as in the foregoing example. But the majority

of rods are not much better arranged, as the common prac

tice is to stick the terminals of the rods two or three feet

down into dry earth and call the job complete and safe. But

the truth is, it is very unsafe; it is not a sufficient electrical

earth connection. The extremity of the rod should be

joined underground by soldered joints to the metallic water

pipes, gas pipes, or drain pipes; in the absence of these

metals then long trenches should be made, in which conduct

ing material should be placed, such as a continuous layer, a

few inches deep, of iron ore or coal dust—hard coal or char

coal-and the rod should be extended along the trench, in

contact with the coal, which is a good conductor.

–

=

A Large Monolith.

At a granite quarry in Westerly, Rhode Island, there was

recently detached a monolith 150 feet long, 10 feet wide, and

8 feet thick, weighing over 1,000 tons. These dimensions

greatly exceed those of the Obelisk of Semiramis, the largest

of the Egyptian monoliths. The Westerly stone, a pro

prietor, Mr. H.Q. French, says, was loosened by one oblong

blast-hole in such a simple and perfect manner that the theo

ries and conjectures advanced by many as to the methods of

the Egyptians appear absurd. It contains over 12,000 cubic

feet of granite, which, cut into smaller blocks, will fetch about

$30,000. Mr. French is quite positive that it could be

brought to this city, finished as an obelisk, and erected for

about $150,000.
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Diatoms.

Henry G. Hanks, State Mineralogist, Cal., writes as fol

lows to the Mining and Scientific Press:

A diatom is generally admitted to be a single celled plant,

bearing a singular relation to the animal and even to the

mineral kingdom, being considered by some to belong partly

to the latter, and regarded as a vegetable crystal, differing

only from minerals in having the power of locomotion, and

of multiplying by separation. Kutzing says: “In com

paring the arguments which indicate the vegetable nature

of the diatomaceae with those which favor their animal

nature, we are, of necessity, led to the latter opinion.”

In connection with the idea that the diatoms pertain some

what to the mineral as well as the animal kingdom, it is a

curious fact that silica deposited from fluoride of silicon, if

crushed between plates of glass and examined micro

scopically, with a medium power, markings may be seen on

the outer surfaces of the vesicles which resemble those of

the diatoms, specially pleurosigma and coscinodiscus. It is

also remarkable that Dr. James Blake collected fifty species

of living diatoms from a hot spring in Pueblo Valley,

Nevada, the temperature of which was 163° Fah. Flint

probably originates from diatoms, as does also the silica in

certain rocks.

The name diatom is derived from a Greek word signifying

being cut in two. Diatoms resemble the desmids, but differ

in having an outer skeleton, or frustule, of silica. The frus

tule of a diatom is a silicious box, always in two parts, one

slipping over the other like a pill box or with edges

apposed.

The thickness of a single diatom is, roughly, the sixth

that of a human hair, and its weight is estimated at the

187-1,000,000th part of a grain. Some varieties attach them

selves to other bodies, as the algae, while others swim in the

water free.

The study of the diatomaceae, aside from their scientific

interest, is very fascinating. Their extreme and varied

beauty is a source of constant pleasure to the microscopist,

and the question is often asked, Why is so much beauty

veiled from human sight?

The BEAUTY OF THE DIATOMS

consists in their color, their general form, and sculpture, or

natural markings, which characterize nearly all of them.

These delicate markings are seen under the microscope to be

processes, knobs, bosses, concavities, ribs, groovings, and

Jines, so minute that the highest powers made by the most

skillful opticians are required to see them at all; even then

they can only be seen when the apparatus is manipulated by

the most skillful operators. The lines of certain diatoms

have been measured, and are used to test the magnifying and

penetrating powers of object glasses. A slide called a test

plate has been prepared on which twenty well known species

are mounted, commencing with one on which the lines are

comparatively coarse, and ending with one–Amphipleura

pellucida—which has 130,000 lines to the linear inch. For

the convenience of study typical diatoms are mounted on a

single glass slide, so arranged that reference can be made to

a printed catalogue for the names, while in some cases the

names of the species are microphotographed on the slide.

The diatoms are placed on the plate by the aid of an

ingenious device called a mechanical finger, by means of

which the shells can be picked up singly and given the

desired position. Moller's Typenplatte No. 1 has twenty-four

lines in each of four groups, comprising about 500 individuals

of 395 distinct species and 17 genera. The cost, with printed

catalogue, is forty dollars.

Some microscopists are so fond of the study of these mi

nute forms that they scarcely do any other work than to

observe, collect, classify, and describe them.

When it is stated that the names of more than 4,000 dis

tinct species of diatoms are given in a catalogue published by

Frederic Habirshaw, of New York, each of which has some

feature by which it may be distinguished, that this vast

kingdom, so to speak, is invisible to the human eye, or

nearly so, that when highly magnified many of the species

are extremely beautiful, and all of them interesting, it is

easy to understand why so much interest is taken in them the

wide world over, and why every new discovery is heralded,

and calls for samples come from the whole scientific world.

It is an established fact, strange as it may seem, that some

of the greatest mountain chains, such as the Andes, and the

very soil beneath our feet, are chiefly composed of the

REMAINS OF ANIMALCULES,

invisible to the eye; that is to say, the matter has been used

by animated beings, and returned again to the mineral king

dom, retaining the form which it assumed while a part of

their minute bodies. Byron has written with more truth

than he probably realized that “The dust we tread upon was

once alive,” and the remark of Dr. Buckland is often quoted:

“The remains of these minute animals have added more to

the mass of minerals which compose the exterior crust of the

globe than the bones of the elephants, hippopotami, and

whales.”

In the tertiary age beds of diatomaceous or infusorial earth

were deposited, consisting almost wholly of these micro

scopic organisms. The extent of some of these deposits is

almost incredible, and is regarded as an evidence of the great

age of the world.

The Bohemian deposit in Europe is 14 feet thick, and, by

the estimation of Ehrenberg, contains 40,000,000,000 diatoms

to the cubic inch.

Darwin observed in Patagonia, along the coast for hun

dreds of miles in extent, a bed of tertiary sedimentary forma

tion, 800 feet in thickness, overlaid by a stratum of diatoma

ceous earth. At Bilin, in Austria, a bed of infusorial earth,

14 feet thick, occurs. One merchant sells annually many

hundred tons of it. The Bergmehl, or mountain meal, of

Lapland and Norway, is from beds 30 feet in thickness. It

must be remembered that these deposits extend over many

thousands of square miles. Notwithstanding the astonish.

ing fact that vast areas of the earth's surface are built of these

minute forms, the true nature of these deposits was not

known until 1837, when Ehrenberg published his celebrated

work on that subject. The same deposition is taking place

at the present time. In certain lakes in the United States

and elsewhere, deposits several inches in thicknessaccumu

late, composed wholly of the remains of recent diatoms.

When thoroughly dried a chalky powder is obtained, which,

under the microscope, is easily recognized. Similar deposits

have been made known by dredging the bottom of the sea.

According to Professor Joseph Le Conte: In the deeper

parts of Lake Tahoe, which sediments do not reach, the ooze

is composed wholly of diatoms or infusorial shells.

Dusty showers of a grayish or red color are not unfrequent

on the Atlantic and Indian oceans near the coast of Africa.

Ehrenberg examined this dust and found it to consist largely

of diatoms. He estimated the quantity let fall during a dust

shower in the year 1846, near Lyons, at 720,000 pounds, one

eighth of which was diatomaceous, or 90,000 pounds, equal

to 45 tons. Diatomaceous earth may be distinguished from

other formations of a similar appearance by its insolubility

in acids, extreme lightness, power of absorbing liquids, and

property of polishing metals. It is instantly recognized

under the microscope in the hands of one who is familiar

with its use. Diatomaceous earth has its uses as well as its

scientific interest. It is largely consumed as a polishing

powder under the name of tripoli, from the locality which

first gave it to commerce. It is known in California by the

absurd name of electro-silicon, and at the East by a variety of

trade names. It is a very convenient source of soluble silica,

employed in the manufacture of silicate of soda or potash,

also known as soluble glass. The manufacture of this com

pound is simplicity itself. Carbonate of soda or potash, as

the case may be, is dissolved in boiling water to saturation, in

a capacious iron kettle, and fresh hydrate of lime added until

all the carbonic acid is precipitated, and the alkali becomes

caustic. Diatomaceous earth in a powdered state is then

added as long as silica is dissolved, and the whole covered

and allowed to cool. When the insoluble matters have set

tled the clear liquid is drawn off and evaporated in a clean

vessel to the required density.

Diatomaceous earth is also used in the manufacture of

porcelain, and it is a constituent of certain cements and arti

ficial stones. At one time it was claimed to be a fertilizer,

but this is thought to be a fallacy, although Ehrenberg.states

that the fertilizing power of the Nile mud is furnished by

fossil infusoria.

Slabs of diatomaceous earth absorb liquids with avidity,

and are used in laboratories for drying crystals and filters.

This property might be more generally utilized if better

known.

A convenient contrivance for lighting fires is a lump of

diatomaceous earth with a handle of stout iron wire. It is

dipped into a vessel of petroleum, placed in the stove or fire

place, and lighted with a match. It continues to burn

safely for some time. It can be used again and again. No

person, however, should make use of it who has not the

common sense to carefully set away the vessel containing

the coal oil before lighting the match.

Bricks that float in water are made of diatomaceous earth

mixed with one-twentieth part of clay and well burned. The

art of making these floating bricks was well known in the

time of Pliny, but was afterward lost. It has recently been

discovered. In the Italian department of the Paris Exhibi

tion of 1878, these bricks were exhibited, which attracted

considerable attention. Floating bricks, made wholly of

California material, may be seen in the State Museum.

Kieselghur, or “flint froth,” of the Germans, from a

deposit in Hanover, is extensively used in the manufacture

of dynamite, giant powder, lithofracteur, and other explo

sives. Diatomaceous earth absorbs from three to four times

its weight of nitro-glycerine, with the advantage over other

absorbents of retaining the nitro-glycerine under greater

pressure. Dynamite contains 27 per cent and lithofracteur

23 per cent of diatomaceous earth.

Before the kieselghur can be used it is subjected to treat

ment to remove water, all organic matter, and coarse parti

cles. It is first calcined in a succession of furnaces, crushed

between rollers, and sifted.

It is claimed that the diatomaceous earths of California are

unfit for this purpose, but it is the opinion of the writer that

they have not had a fair trial. -

Diatomaceous earth is largely used in the manufacture of

soap to mechanically increase its detersive power. The

Standard Company receive large quantities of it from the

southern counties of the State.

Imitation Ground Glass.

A very useful kind of varnish is made known by Léon

Vidal, which is excellent for producing imitation of ground

glass, and will doubtless be found available for other pur.

poses. The formula is:

Sandarac, 18 parts; mastic, 4 parts; ether, 200 parts; ben

zol, 80 to 100 parts.

. Gelatine Emulsion-Making in Hot Weather.

I have thought it might not be amiss to describe the plan

I have been following in making emulsion during the last

hot weather we had. In my plate making room the tem

perature was often at 85°; but, nevertheless, several batches

of plates were successfully prepared. The method adopted

is very similar to that I described in my little book, “The

Practical Working of the Gelatine Process;” but there are

one or two alterations in procedure. In the first place I use

the formula which was described in last Journal, using

| potassium bromide instead of ammonium. It is as follows:

Potassium bromide, 250 grains; Nelson's No. 1 gelatine, 45

grains; water, 1 ounce; strong hydrochloric acid, 2 drops.

This is prepared in the usual way, and warmed up to 120°

Fah., and the following added in the usual way: Silver

nitrate, 300 grains; water, 3% ounces.

Finally, this next solution is added: Potassium iodide, 12

grains; water, 1 drachm.

This I mix in a long hock bottle, shaking between each

addition. This is transferred to a glass flask and boiled for

half an hour, shaking up the emulsion at intervals. This is

allowed to cool in the flask for half an hour, when to it is

added, with shaking: Nelson's No. 1 gelatine, 120 grains;

Coignet's gelatine (new brand), 120 grains; water, 3 ounces.

After soaking and very slightly heating to melt it, about

three drops of strong ammonia in half a drachm of water is

then stirred in, and the emulsion is poured out into a jam

pot, which is immediately placed in iced water, a few lumps

of ice floating in it. In half an hour the gelatine will be

firmly set. The jam pot is then dipped for a few seconds into

boiling water, which will loosen the gelatine from its sides,

and the lump of emulsion is transferred into moist canvas,

and squeezed through into a jar of iced water (the water

having been run through filter paper to get rid of all floating

matter), in which a few small lumps of washed ice are float

ing. After ten minutes the water is changed, and after

another ten minutes is changed again, when it is again col

lected in the canvas and squeezed through into water. One

more change of water should be sufficient to free it from all

except traces of soluble salts. It is then transferred to the

canvas and allowed to drain over a jar half an hour to three

quarters.

It is again transferred to the jam pot and melted, and a

slight trace of carbolic acid (or other antiseptic) added, and

then once more placed in iced water. In half an hour it is

set, when it is covered with alcohol and allowed to ripen for

a day; and if the jar be placed in water containing a lump

of ice, so much the better. When plates have to be coated,

the slab on which the plates have to be set is covered with

small lumps of ice for half an hour, and if it be thick it is

only very gradually cooled; but, on the other hand, it also

only very gradually gets warmed again. During this time

the emulsion is melted, six drachms of alcohol added, and

filtered.

When the plates are coated (after the slab has been

dried from all water) it will be found that the film of emul

sion will set in a couple of minutes, and that the slab remains

cool enough to enable five or six batches of plates, filling the

slab, to be prepared; that is, supposing your slab to hold

eight plates, you can coat forty to forty-eight without recool

ing the slab. I find that the gas of the drying box may be

lighted immediately, and the drying of the plates will pro

ceed rapidly and not remelt. If gelatine be once well set it

requires a high temperature to remelt it; and the more water

is evaporated the higher the temperature required. As the

current of warmed air passes over the plates the moisture is

rapidly absorbed, and hence the drying can be effected with

safety.

My excuse for writing this must be the fact that I have

had many letters asking how I prepare emulsion in this

weather, and I trust that this description may be taken as an

answer to them. Doubtless there are other modes which

will succeed as well; but I think, for an amateur, this plan

will be found to be everything that is required. I would

just say, that, supposing by any chance the emulsion appears

too thin before coating the plates, 40 grains of Coignet's

gelatine may be melted in 3 drachms of water and added to

the emulsion, with much stirring, immediately before filter

ing.—W. de W. Abney, F.R.S., in Journal of the Photo

graphic Society.

The Chileat Meteor.

The State Mining of Bureau California has lately come

into possession of the meteorite found among the Alaska

Indians by Mr. John Muir. The meteor was seen to fall, it

is said, by the father of one of the oldest Indians in Chilcat,

over a hundred years ago, and was afterward sought out and

carried to his hut in triumph. Through the co-operation of

the Northwest Trading Company, the Mining Bureau suc

ceeded in conducting negotiations for its purchase; and for

a consideration which seems meager as Esau's mess of

| pottage in the eyes of scientists, the State of California

acquired clear title to the meteor, and it arrived in the city,

June 24. This aerolite is exceedingly irregular in shape,

and the projecting points are as bright as if they had been

burnished. A succession of nut-shaped hollows, which

cover almost the entire surface, give it an exceedingly

curious aspect, and its fantastic contour looks almost as if it

had been moulded by some unknown power into the shape of

the head of a strange beast. It weighs a hundred pounds or

upward, and has been christened, in honor of the locality

from which it was procured, “Chilcat Meteor.”
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A Leech Farma. the authorities of the town as to whether this mode of con

In 1841 Mr. H. Witte established a small leech farm in veying vitriol was a proper one. The jury returned a ver

Kent Avenue, Williamsburg, L. I. In course of time this dict of “accidental death.”

small establishment was abandoned, and one of thirteen -

acres was established near Newtown, L. I., and to him the The Prevention of Fouling in Iron Ships.

writer is indebted for the following information and descrip. The prevention of fouling in the hulls of iron ships is a

tion of the only leech farm in America. The breeding matter that has long engaged the attention of those interested

ponds consist of oblong squares of one and a half acres each. in the construction and equipment of iron vessels. Many

The bottoms of these ponds are of clay, the margins of peat. methods have been tried in order to protect vessels against

In June the leeches begin forming their cocoons on the peat the growth of barnacles in tropical waters, but it can scarcely

margins of the pond. be said that any of these have proved entirely successful.

The greatest enemies to the young leeches are muskrats, "At present, ships require to be periodically docked and

water rats, and water shrews, who dig the cocoons out of cleaned, and this entails not only a loss of time, but consid

the soft peat breeding margins. Next to rats and shrews is erable expense. Much interest is, therefore, taken in a new

overheating of the peat or the water of the pond. In fact, ship which was launched from the shipbuilding yard of

nothing is so fatal to leeches as a too high temperature. Mr. Messrs. T. B. Seath & Co., Rutherglen. This vessel, which

Witte tells the Oil and Drug News he has had leeches frozen is named the Bessie, is built from designs by Mr. G. L.

in solid ice, but by slowly dissolving the ice and gradually Watson, naval architect, for Mr. John Clarke, Paisley, and

increasing the temperature of the water the leeches sustained | is intended as a tender for the yacht Condor.

no injury. The depth of the water in the ponds during the The novelty about the Bessie is that it is covered over the

summer is three feet; in winter time the depth of water is 'hull, to six inches above the water line, with a plate of zinc,

increased to avoid freezing. and by means of this it is believed that the vessel will be

under the same conditions of light and shade.

The leeches are fed every six months on fresh blood

placed in thin linen bags, which are suspended in the water.

The leeches, as soon as they smell the blood, assemble from

all parts of the pond, and attaching themselves to the out

side of the bag, suck the dissolving coagulated blood through

the linen. Digestion proceeds very slowly with the leech,

during which time the blood remaining undigested in the

stomach of the leech is in a fluid state, as if just taken in

The excremental deposits are of a grass-green color. The

best substance for packing leeches in is the peat of their

natural ponds made into a stiff mud. Water containing

tannin, tannic acid, lime, salt, or brackish water, must be

guarded against always; iron is not objectionable, but is an

advantage in small quantities.

The demand for leeches in the last few years has some

what fallen off in the Eastern and Southern States. The

Western States and California are now the heaviest buyers.

Mr. Witte's sales alone average a thousand a day. The

number of leeches imported into the United States amounts

to about thirty thousand yearly,

The custom of stripping and salting leeches, to cause

them to disgorge after having been applied, has passed

away, as many well established cases have occurred of infec

tious diseases having been communicated on the application

of the same leech to a second party. A very popular error

exists that a leech when applied takes only the bad blood

(whatever that may be) and rejects the good; this is a mis.

take. With a leech blood is blood, be it the cold blood of a

fish or the warm blood of a human being, no matter how

diseased that human being may be. So long as blood is not

tainted or putrid the leech will thrive on it. A friend of

mine, who was the proprietor of a large leech-breeding

establishment at the foot of the Hartz Mountains, when

wishing to feed his leeches, was in the habit of hiring poor

laborers, at six cents per day, to stand in the water for half

an hour nearly up to their thighs, that the leeches might

obtain a full gorging of human blood.

In the marshy lands of Roumania the wild leeches are

captured by means of men entering the water and allowing

the wild leeches to fasten on to their naked bodies. The

leech fishers then strip them off after reaching the shore.

[If it is dangerous to apply the leeches a second time the

druggists should beware of the Hartz leeches. And the

question may be asked whether the blood feeding practiced

at Newton may not also produce poisonous leeches.]

-—----------—-

Dangers of Sulphuric Acid.

A driver named Sellers lately lost his life at Leeds, Eng

land, by the upsetting of a wherry or cart loaded with sul

phuric acid. A witness testified that the horse was going at

a good pace, and the deceased was unable to pull up, and

therefore the deceased turned into a lane, but a wheel

coming into contact with a stone the wherry upset, and

Sellers fell into the road with fifteen carboys of vitriol,

many of them broken, on the top of and around him. When

the witness got up he could see nothing of the driver, but,

after some moments, discovered that he was lying under

four broken carboys. He got assistance, and a quantity of

water and milk was thrown over the deceased, whose cloth

ing was being consumed and flesh eaten away by the liquid.

He was taken up and carried in an insensible state to a

farmhouse near. The skin and muscles of his left upper

arm, near the shoulder, had been destroyed for some dis

tance, laying bare the bone. The left foot and ankle were

similarly destroyed, as were also several other parts of his

body. Shock to the systen caused by the extensive destruc.

tion of tissue was the cause of death two hours after the

accident.

The coroner, in addressing the jury, said the case seemed

to be one of accidental death. It was dangerous for a man

to ride on his wherry, as the deceased had done, with such

a load behind him; but, of course, he would not expect any

accident to happen. Seeing what had been the result of the

accident, happening where it did, it was a matter for con

sideration as to what the consequences would be were such

a terrible affair to occur in a crowded thoroughfare, passing |

through which these wherries of carboys were every day. the process could be turned to a most interesting account in 0.30 carbon, and 0.1 to 0-3 oilicon.

He had seen the carboys packed in three tiers with only a

rope put loosely round them, and should an accident happen

the chemical might run down the causeway and produce

|cal portraits,

thoroughly proof against fouling. The thickness of zinc

employed is not great, and it is fitted so closely as not to

interfere in the slightest with the delicate outlines of the ves

sel, but its thickness is sufficient to last, it is calculated, for

fully six years. The patentees of this system are Mr. J.

Jepson Atkinson, barrister, and Mr. C. F. Henwood, naval

architect, of the Middle Temple, London.

The well known action of iron on zinc in salt water led to

the discovery of this invention; but while the use of zinc

was well known, the difficulty of attaching it to the hulls

of ships remained. Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Henwood h'

completely overcome this difficulty, and there can be no

doubt that the use of their system will be watched with much

interest by the shipping community. The method employed

in fixing the zinc is simple and effective. The zinc sheets

are attached to the iron plating of the vessel at spots nine to

twelve inches apart, and at these spots a mechanical joint

is made by an alloy or solder, the surface of the spots being

about an inch and a half square. The method of attachment

causes the zinc to act like copper on the bottom of a wooden

ship. Zinc in the ordinary seaway coming in contact with

iron oxidizes to the extent of about two to three ounces per

square foot in a year, but by attaching zinc of sufficient

thickness the vessel can be kept at sea for several years with

out docking, cleaning, or painting. Scraping will not be

required, and the speed of the ship will not be diminished

by the growth of barnacles. Mr. H. N. Moseley, of the

University of London, has expressed himself satisfied with

the chemical action of the new process, and there can be no

doubt that the invention will, if successful, be of immense

importance to shipowners. The career of the vessel will

consequently be watched with great interest.-Marine Engi.

*66*.
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Composite Portraits.

At the last meeting of the Photographic Society of Great

Britain, Mr. Francis Galton, F.R.S., read a paper on “Com

posite Portraiture,” in which he stated that his attention was

first directed to the subject some years ago, when he found |

that by taking two or more portraits of different individuals

under exactly the same conditions, and superimposing them,

the features, if not absolutely dissimilar, blended together

and formed an idealized portrait which could be well

seen when the image was thrown upon a magic-lantern

screen. The register he adopted, so that the features should

be identically superimposed, was by drawing a horizontal

line through the eyes, another parallel to this through the

mouth, and a third perpendicular to and bisecting these

horizontal lines through the nose. The point of bisection

between the eyes was that which he was especially careful to

maintain in the same position in each portrait. Mr. Galton's

first method of producing composite portraits was by means

of a copying camera, paper positives being used. He now,

however, used transparencies, and he exhibited and de

scribed the apparatus which he had adopted for the pur

pose. One purpose for which he believed composite por

traits would be valuable was that of producing a standard

physiognomy of disease With this object he had taken the

portraits of a number of consumptive persons, male and

female, and had combined them; and it was remarkable how

a certain average of faces was found to be almost identical.

Mr. Galton also exhibited a number of what he called typi

One was the face of an idealized criminal,

formed from a combination of seven portraits of criminals,

others were the faces of consumptive patients, and a third

series was that of the portraits of officers and inen of the

Royal Engineers. In one case he had combined the por

traits of twelve officers, in another the portraits of eleven

privates, and in a third he had combined the portraits of

officers and privates. In each instance Mr. Galton said the

individualty marking each class was strongly brought out

and idealized. He also pointed out how, in every case, the

idealized portrait was better looking than the faces from

which it was made.

In conclusion, Mr. Galton referred to the use which pho

tographers might make of composite portraits. He thought

i

the production of family likenesses. Artistic excellence was

of no consequence in the negatives, and all that was neces.

sary was that the portraits should be taken under the same

The result

of the combination of a number of faces of the same family

was often very curious, not the least singular point being

the circumstance that there was often a difference of opinion

as to whom the idealized portrait was most like. Mr. War.

nerke said, that when Mr. Galton first described his method,

some years ago, he had tried the production of composite

portraits, and found the result exceedingly interesting.

Captain Abney expressed surprise at the result of an experi

ment which Mr. Galton had made to show that repeated ex

posures on the same plate made no difference in the result.

Had not Mr. Galton proved that he was right, he should

have expected some difference. After a remark from Col.

Wortley, Mr. Galton observed that one curious result he had

noticed was in the case of a combination portrait of two

criminal boys. This portrait was given to an artist to copy,

and, singularly enough, although the artist had never seen

either of the boys, the picture he drew was a portrait of one

of them rather than a copy of the composite.

----->-t-o->---

RECENT INVENTIONS.

A table especially designed for convenience in writing

on large heavy books, such as books of record that are

used in registers' and other public offices, has been patented

by Mr. John A. Harriman, of Bellaire, Mich.

An apparatus for preparing wheat for grinding has been

patented by Mr. James Willard Smith, of New York city.

The object of this invention is to remove the dust, fuzz, and

other impurities from the creases in the kernels of the

wheat, and also to prevent the bran from being pulverized

and mixed with the flour. -

An improved vehicle specially adapted to the use and

amusement of children, which shall serve either as a wheeled

carriage or as a swing, its construction insuring the comfort

and safety of the occupant, has been patented by Mr. Mason

Remley, of Hamden Junction, O.

An improved lye-trough for soap-makers, patented by Mr.

IDaniel F. Trout, of Feesburg, O., consists of a trough or pan

made of metal or wood, with a spout at one side or end,

which is on a level with the bottom of the trough or pan.

In most of the so-called “magic” pen and pencil cases the

pen cannot be pushed out for use unless the pencil is also

out; hence, in using the pen the pencil is apt to become

inked and its point or lead thereby injured. Mr. Richard

M. Collard, of New York city, has patented a pen and pen

cil case in which this defect is remedied, by so constructing

the case that the pencil can be attached to or detached from

the “magic movement” at the will of the user, so that the

pencil-point will not be out while using the pen, though the

case be drawn out to its full length.

An improved ice cream freezer has been patented by Mr.

John Marsden, of Chester, Pa. The object of this invention

is to furnish ice cream freezers so constructed that they will

make smoother cream than the ordinary freezers, and will

make a greater quantity of cream from the same quantity of

material.
-

A Phosphorus Microphone.

In his photophonic experiments, Professor James Blyth,

of Edinburgh, was led to construct a useful form of sele.

nium cell by dovetailing two brass combs, having alternate

teeth knocked out, and filling up the spaces between the

interlocking teeth with the selenium. A modification of

this pattern is made by fastening a brass disk on wood, and

sawing it across until it consists of radial sectors, which are

afterwards connected by selenium. While trying to use

amorphous phosphorus in place of the latter substance he

found the phosphorus evolved a current which varied with

the pressure on the phosphorus, and the idea occurred to

him that a microphone could be made from it, which would

not generate its own electricity. He therefore took a shal.

low wooden box having a brass bottom, and spread a layer

of phosphorus upon it, a thin flexible brass lid covering the

box and touching the phosphorus. Wires from a telephone

were then connected to the metal top and bottom of the

box, and on speaking into a mouthpiece directed to the thin

brass cover, the words were distinctly reproduced. The

varying pressure of the sound waves on the phosphorus

established an undulating current, which, passing through

the telephone, caused it to give out the original words.

When a battery was included in the circuit the sounds were

remarkably clear and loud and free from the grating which

disturbs the carbon microphone. Professor Blyth also finds

that the cell, which is really a form of loose contact, oper.

ates as a receiver as well as a transmitter, and will of itself

emit articulate sounds under the influence of the vocal cur

rent.

--t-e

Silicon in Steel Rails.

Dr. Dudley's formula for the composition of steel rails

allows 0.04 per cent of silicon, but other experiments show

that ten times that amount of silicon can be admitted, and

still retain an excellent physical character. The allowance

of this margin is fortunate, because of the inability of deter

mining when silicon is removed, as can be so exactly

determined in the case of carbon.

Out of 35,000 rails on Swedish state railways, only 4

broke in the winter of 1880, under a composition of 0.20 to

The diverse views held

by different experts, and various conclusions arrived at,

show that much yet remains to be determined by experi

ment, before the best composition for a steel rail can be

frightful results to foot passengers. It was a question for 'aspect, either as a perfect profile or a perfect full face, and offered.—North American Manufacturer, July 14.
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3usiness and £ergonal.

Ahe Chargefor Insertion under this head is One Dollar

a line for each insertion; about eight words to a line.

Advertisements must be received at publication office

as early as Thursday morning to appear in next issue.

Inventors can exhibit Models free of charge at Bun.

nell's Museum, Broadway corner 9th St., New York Ex

cellent opportunity to interest capitalists, as the best

class patronize the institution.

Ball's Wariable Cut-off Engine. See adv., page 76.

Baxter Wrenches fit peculiar corners. Indispensable

to first-class mechanics. Greene, Tweed & Co., N.Y.

An experienced and competent Engineer wants a situ

ation Address R. M. Lodge, 25 S. Del. Ave., Phila., Pa.

The best tonic we know of is Van Beil's “Rye and

rtock." Try it. -

Party owning Sash, Door, and Blind Factory, wishes

to add to his manufacture some specialty (a good patent

preferred), which will meet with large and profitable

sales. Address X. Y. Z., Box 672, New York city.

C. Heinen's Wagon Spring, illustrated in SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN, July 9, 1881, p. 19. U. S. Patent is for sale, or

will license to manufacture on royalty. Address Chris

topher Heinen, Fort Laramie, Wyoming Territory.

R. J. W.–Froth or scum in your boilers caused by

sediment in water from driven wells, entirely obviated

without loss of water, by Hotchkiss Mechanical Boiler

Cleaner. Send for circular. 84 John St., New York.

Linen hose, rubber hose, cotton, rubber, and leather

belting. Greene, Tweed & Co., 118 Chambers St., N.Y.

Agricultural Engines for sale cheap by S. J. Benedict,

East Randolph, N. Y.

For Sale.—A complete set, except for year 1870, of

U. S. Patent Office Reports, from 1847 to 1871, inclusive;

also Official Gazette of U.S. Patent Office from 1872 to

1877, inclusive. Address P. O. Box 2937, New York.

Wanted–Good Boiler Floats. Box498, Bellevue,Ohio

The Common Sense Dry Kiln prevents check, warp,

or hardened surface. See St.Albans M'f"g Co.'s adv.p.60.

For sale.—Turret Lathe, with Chaser Bar. No. 1 and

4 Root Blowers. B. & W., 261 N. 3d St., Phila., Pa.

Tarred Roof"g,Sheath'g Felts. Wiskeman,Paterson, N.J.

Supplement Catalogue.—Persons in pursuit of infor

mation on any special engineering mechanical, or scien

tific subject, can have catalogue of contents of the SCI

ENTiPIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT sent to them free.

The SUPPLEMENT contains lengthy articles embracing

the whole range of engineering, mechanics, and physi

cal science. Address Munn & Co., Publishers, New York.

Abbe Bolt Forging Machines and Palmer Power Ham

mers a specialty. S.C. Forsaith & Co., Manchester, N. H.

List 26-Description of 2,500 new and second-hand

Machines, now ready for distribution. Send stamp for

the same. S. C. Forsaith & Co., Manchester, N. H.

Combination Roll and Rubber Co., 27 Barclay St.,

N. Y. Wringer Rolls and Moulded Goods Specialties.

Punching Presses & Shears for Metal-workers, Power

Drill Presses. $25 upward. Power & Foot Lathes. Low

Prices. Peerless Punch & Shear Co.,115 S.Liberty St.,N.Y.

The Eureka Mower cuts a six foot swath easier than

a side cut mower cuts four feet, and leaves the cut grass

standing light and loose, curing in half the time. Send

for circular. Eureka Mower Company, Towanda, Pa.

Pure Oak Leather Belting. C. W. Arny & Son, Ma

nufacturers. Philadelphia. Correspondence solicited.

Presses & Dies. Ferracute Mach. Co., Bridgeton, N.J.

Wood-Working Machinery of Improved Design and

Workmanship. Cordesman, Egan & Co., Cincinnati, O.

Cope & Maxwell M'f'g Co.'s Pump adv., page 45.

Experts in Patent Causes and Mechanical Counsel.

Park Benjamin & Bro., 50 Astor House, New York.

Split Pulleys at low prices, and of same strength and

appearance as Whole Pulleys. Yocom & Son's Shafting

Works. Drinker St., Philadelphia. Pa.

The Sweetland Chuck. See illus. adv., p. 46.

Malleable and Gray Iron Castings, all descriptions, by

Erie Malleable Iron Company, limited. Erie, Pa.

National Steel Tube Cleaner for boiler tubes. Adjust

able.durable. Chalmers-Spence Co.,10Cortlandt St..N.Y.

Clark Rubber Wheels adv. See page 28.

Corrugated Wrought Iron for Tires on Traction En

gines, etc. Sole mfrs., H. Lloyd, Son & Co., Pittsb'g. Pa.

Best Oak Tanned Leather Belting. Wm. F. Fore

paugh, Jr.. & Bros., 531 Jefferson St., Philadelphia, Pa.

For best Duplex Injector, see Jenks' adv., p. 60.

Nickel Plating.-Sole manufacturers cast nickel an

odes, pure nickel salts, importers Vienna lime, crocus.

etc. Hanson & Van Winkle, Newark, N.J., and 92 and 94

Liberty St., New York.

Presses, Dies, Tools for working Sheet Metals, etc.

Fruit and other Can Tools. E. W. Bliss, Brooklyn, N.Y.

4 to 40 H. P. Steam Engines. See adv. p. 61.

Machine Knives for Wood-working Machinery, Book

Binders, and Paper Mills. Also manufacturers of Solo

man's Parallel Vise, Taylor. Stiles & Co., Riegelsville.N.J.

Skinner's Chuck. Universal, and Eccentric. See p. 46.

Improved Skinner Portable Engines. Erie, Pa.

Peck's Patent Drop Press. See adv., page 76.

For the best Diamond Drill Machines, address M. C.

Bullock, 80 to 88 Market St., Chicago, Ill.

Fire Brick. Tile, and Clay Retorts, all shapes. Borgner

& O’Brien, M'f'rs, 23d St., above Race, Phila., Pa.

For best Portable Forges and Blacksmiths' Hand

Blowers, address Buffalo Forge Co., Buffalo, N.Y.

Turbine Wheels; Mill Mach'y. O.J.Bollinger,York,Pa.

Brass & Copper in sheets, wire & blanks. See ad. p. 76.

The Brown Automatic Cut-off Engine; unexcelled for

workmanship, economy, and durability. Write for in

formation. C. H. Brown & Co., Fitchburg, Mass.

Clark & Heald Machine Co. See adv., p. 78.

Wren's Patent Grate Bar. See adv. page 77.

Diamond Drills, J. Dickinson, 64 Nassau St., N.Y.

C. B. Rogers & Co., Norwich, Conn., Wood Working

Machinery of every kind. See adv., page 78.

The Improved Hydraulic Jacks. Punches, and Tube

Expanders, R. Dudgeon, 24 Columbia St., New York.

Eagle Anvils, 10 cents per pound. Fully warranted. 'readily. The distillate separates into two layers, the "Axle skein, I. E. Ricketts.

we

and traction Engine. Geiser M'f"g Co.,Waynesboro, Pa.

Tight and Slack Barrel machinery a specialty. John

Greenwood & Co., Rochester, N. Y. See illus. adv. p. 78.

Houston's Four-Sided Moulder. See adv., page 76.

Houghton's Boiler Compound contains nothing that

can injure the iron, but it will remove scale and prevent

its formation. Houghton & Co., 15 Hudson St., N.Y.

Long & Allstatter Co.'s Power Punch. See adv., p. 77.

For Mill Mach'y & Mill Furnishing see illus. adv. p. 77.

For Mining Mach'y, see ad. of Noble & Hall, p. 76.

New Economizer Portable Engine. See illus. adv. p. 76.

The Chester Steel Castings Co., office 407 Library St.

Philadelphia, Pa., can prove by 15,000 Crank Shafts, and

10.000 Gear Wheels, now in use, the superiority of their

| Castings over all others. Circular and price list free.

| Combined Concentric and Eccentric Universal and In

| dependent Jaw Chucks. The Pratt & Whitney Co.. Hart

ford, Conn.

The I. B. Davis Patent Feed Pump. See adv., p 77.

| Rue's New “Little Giant." Injector is much praised

for its capacity, reliability, and long use without repairs.

Rue Manufacturing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

| Rowland's Vertical Engine. Wearing parts of steel.

| Broad bearings. F.C.&A.E.Rowland, New Haven, Conn.

Wm. Sellers & Co., Phila., have introduced a new

injector, worked by a single motion of a lever.

For Shafts, Pulleys, or Hangers, call and see stock

kept at 79 Liberty St., N. Y. Wm. Sellers & Co.

Saw Mill Machinery. Stearns Mfg. Co. See p. 78. –

Wiley & Russell M'f'g Co. See adv., p. 45.

Don't buy a Steam Pump until you have written Wal

ley Machine Co., Easthampton, Mass.

Use the Vacuum Oils. The best car, lubricating, en

gine, and cylinder oils made. Address Vacuum Oil Co.,

No. 3 Rochester Savings Bank, Rochester, N. Y.

*

NDENTS.

No attention will be paid to communications unless

accompanied with the full name and address of the

writer.

Names and addresses of correspondents will not be

given to inquirers.

| We renew our request that correspondents, in referring

to former answers or articles, will be kind enough to

name the date of the paper and the page, or the number

of the question.

Correspondents whose inquiries do not appear after

a reasonable time should repeat them. If not then pub

| lished, they may conclude that, for good reasons, the

Editor declines them.

| Persons desiring special information which is purely

of a personal character, and not of general interest,

should remit from $1 to $5, according to the subject,

as we cannot be expected to spend time and labor to

obtain such information without remuneration.

Any numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLE

MENT referred to in these columns may be had at this

office. Price 10 cents each.

(1) H. K. asks what is the velocity of

|stem through a six inch pipe open at the end, at a

| pressure of 20 lb.,60 lb., and 100 lb. A. 20 lb. above at

mosphere, 1,413 feet velocity per second; 60 lb. above

atmosphere, 1,447 feet velocity per second; 100 lb.

above atmosphere, 1,464 feet velocity per second.

(2) E. G. asks at what age German carp,

under favorable circumstances, spawn. A. Under favor

able conditions, the second year.

(3) B. & P. ask for a receipt for making

carmine ink, such as is used with rubber hand stamps.

A. Dissolve a sufficient quantity of good fuchsine

smoke stains from ivory ! I have a valuable set of

chessmen which have passed though a fire and were

| smoked badly. A. Immerse the pieces in benzine, and

go over them with a brush. We know of nothing that

will dissolve the sooty matter.

(5) A. J. asks: Can the dark part of the

moon be photographed? A. Mr. Janssen has succeeded

in photographing the lumière cendrée, or “earthshine”

on the moon when three days old. In the photograph

the “continents" were to be distinguished clearly

from the “seas.” This disposes of the view sometimes

advanced, and held by some eminent astronomers, that

the “new moon in the arms of the old" was an optical

| illusion.

| (6) E. M. asks: When and where was the

first telegraph used in this country? A. The first tele

| graph line in this country was established on Long

Island, by Harrison A. Dyar. The signals were made

by frictional electricity. We can't give exact date.

(7) A. C. and others inquire how to etch

on steel A. The clean plate must be covered with an
|

formly heated, or dissolved in alcohol and flowed on the

warm plate. The etching fluid may be made as follows:

| Pyroligneous acid, 4 oz.; alcohol. 1 oz., nitric acid, 1

oz., by measure. Or use iodine, 1 oz.; iron filings, half

a drachm; water, 4 oz. The lines are cut through the

surface bare under the lines.

poured on, and removed as soon as the metal is suffi

ciently etched.

(8) L. T. asks for a simple process for

extracting oils from herbs. A. The volatile oils are

generally obtained by distilling in a deep narrow retort

the articles along with an equal weight of water; but

some substances that give out their oil with difficulty

| are first soaked for twenty-four hours in twice their

| weight of water, to each gallon of which 1 lb. of com

| mon salt has been added, by which its boiling point is

raised, and consequently the oil comes over more

Geiser's Patent Grain Thrasher, Peerless, Portable, water being drawn off and returned to the retort, and

| (aniline red) by trituration in warm glycerine. See

inks, in SUPPLEMENT. No. 157.

(4) G. S. H. asks: What will remove

even film of wax, either applied while the plate is uni

wax with a fine steel point, so as to leave the metal

The etching fluid is then

this is repeated until distilled water ceases to come over

mixed with oil. The rectification of the oil is per

formed without water, by the careful application of

heat just sufficient to cause them to flow over pretty

| rapidly, so that they may be kept heated for as short a

| time as possible.

(9) H. R. asks how to make a strong paste

that will not sour. A. Try the following: Four parts

by weight of glue are allowed to soften in 15 parts of

| cold water for some hours, and then moderately heated

| till the solution becomes quite clear; 65 parts of boiling

water are now added with stirring. In another vessel

30 paris of starch paste are stirred up with 20 parts of

cold water, so that a thin milky fluid without lumps is

obtained. Into this the boiling glue solution is poured,

with constant stirring, and the whole is kept at the

acid are added to the paste. The paste must be pre

served in closed bottles to prevent evaporation of the

water, and will in this way keep good for years.

(10) D. W. S. asks how to make and apply

a good aquarium cement. A. A good cement is com

posed of 3 oz. of linseed oil, 4 oz. of tar, and 1 lb. of

resin. These are allowed to melt together over a gen

tle fire. If too much oil is used, the cement will run

down the angles of the aquarium; to obviate this, it

should be tested before using by allowing a small quan

tity to cool under cold water, and if not found suffi

ciently firm, allowing to simmer longer, or have more

tar and resin added. The cement should be poured in

the angles of the aquarium while in a liquid state, but

not when boiling, or it would most assuredly crack the

glass. The cement will become firm in a few minutes,

and the aquarium may then be tilted up in a different

position while a second angle is treated likewise. This

composition adheres firmly to the glass, is so pliant that

it may be pressed into any shape by the fingers, and it

does not communicate any poisonous quality to the

Water.

(11) W. M. M. writes: 1. I have some

glass pickle jars of 12 fluid ounces capacity, inside

measure 234 diameter by 8% deep. I have nine jars,

and can get eight more same as these, and I want to

make a battery for experimenting electric light, electro

plating, etc., and I want to know the best way to fit

them up, using carbon and zinc * A. For general ex

perimental purposes a plunging battery is best; for

continued use the bichromate battery with a porous

cell is best; but your bottles would be too small to

admit of the use of a porous cell. See SUPPLEMENTs,

Nos. 157, 158, 159, for information in regard to bat

teries. 2. Is it best to put a zinc between two carbons,

or a carbon between two zincs, or one carbon and one

zinc, or is some other material better than carbon ? A.

Use two carbons and one zinc, placing the zinc between

the carbons. 3. What solution is best: Smee solution of

water and acid, or bichromate of potash A. Use a

bichromate solution and amalgamate the zincs. 4.

| If all the positives and all the negatives are connected,

| will it be the same, and give the same power, as if it

was all one surface and in one cell ? A. Yes. 5. Is it

quantity or intensity that is needed to produce light and

| heat A. For experiments with limited battery power

the elements should be connected for intensity. 6.

Can you give a description of a small powerful

microphone-one that will repeat ordinary conversa

tion carried on in a room about 30x10x12—and is it

necessary to use an induction coil in the circuit of the

microphone and receiver, and what kind of receiver can

be used with it A. Use the Blake transmitter and the

Bell receiver. An induction coil is essential.

(12) C. H. B. asks how to prepare the mix

ture used in the storm glasses sold on the streets. A.

The mixture is made as follows: Place in a long nar

row bottle or test tube, camphor gum, 2% drachms;

spirits of wine, 11 drachms. When the camphor is dis

solved add the following mixture: water, 9 drachms;

saltpeter, 38 grains; salammoniac, 38 grains. Dissolve

these salts in 9 drachms of water before mixing with

the camphorated spirits, then shake the whole together.

Cork up tight, and seal with wax, then make a small

hole through the cork with a red hot needle, so as to

have a small clean hole. Heavy atmosphere will cause

the salts to rise; a light atmosphere, to fall. Cost of

mixture, 10 or 15 cents.

[OFFICIAL.]

INDEX OF INVENTIONS

for Which

Letters Patent of the United States were

Granted in the Week Ending

July 5, 1881,

AND EACH BEARING THAT DATE,

[Those marked (r) are reissued patents.]

boiling temperature. After cooling, 10 drops of carbolic

Axle truss, wagon, M. W. Jory...................... 243,915

Axle, vehicle, G. Schreyer...... ... 243.720

Baby jumper, J. D. Snyder... ... 243,808

Bag machine, W. C. Cross. ... 243,857

Bale tie buckle, H. L. Howe................. ....... 243,904

Baling case. C. ii. Merry........ ...... ........ . 243,940

Ball. See target ball.

Band cutter and scatterer, H. A. Shaw....... ... ... 243,804

Basin, wash, C. H. Moore . 243,718

Beef cattle, process of and apparatus for hand

ling, slaughtering, and dressing, J. H. Sparrow 243,809

Bellows, J. H. F. Hankwitz ......... ............... 243,886

Berth, ship's, S. Shaw... ... ... 243,983

Bicycle, E. C. F. Otto..... ...................... .... 243,959

Bit. See bridle bit.

Block. See pulley block.

Bloom, artificial Jamestown, T. O. Townsend. 243,816

Board. See electric circuit piano sounding board,

switch board.

A printed copy of the specification and drawing of any

patent in the annexed list, also of any patent issued

since 1866, will be furnished from this office for one dol

lar. In ordering please state the number and date of the

patent desired and remit to Munn & Co., 87 Park Row,

New York city. We also furnish copies of patents

granted prior to 1866; but at increased cost, as the speci

fications not being printed, must be copied by hand.

| Alarm. See fire alarm.

| Album. E. s. Glover................................ 243,772

| Alkali, grinding and sieving caustic, W. J. Men

*ies..................................... ........ 248,939

| Alumina, manufacture of sulphate of. B. E. R.

---- -- - - 243,949Newlands..............................

Amalgamator, J. Scott.... 213,802

Axle box, car, J. A. Rapp....... .................... 243,792

Axle box, car, I. P. Wendell.. ..243,820, 243,821

Axle, carriage, A. E. Smith.......................... 243,807

... 243,974

Boat. See Collapsible boat. Torpedo boat.

Boiler. See stand boiler.

Rolt heading die. A. Pond.............. ........ ... 243,967

Book cover shield, E. E. Johnson ....... ... 243.706

Book, detachably covered, W. L. Deming . 243.863

Book holder, L. W. Noyes............. 243,955

Boot and shoe counters, machine for flanging,

Hurlbut & Kennard. ... ......................... 243,917

Boot and shoe heel. Brown & Peover . ... 243,845

Boots and shoes, cording and turning machine

for, P. Rainaud................................... 243,724

Bottles, packing box for, S. Cary.................... 243,756

Box. See axle box.

Box nailing machine, F. Toepfer................... 243,997

Brace. See sleigh brace.

Bracelet, G. R. Howe................................. 243,704

Bracelet, C. E. Richards........ - - - - - - - - -- --- 243.793

Bracelet gauge, W. H. Howes ..... ............ .... 243,905

Brake. See car brake. Wagon brake.

Bridle bit, J. N. Books...............................

Broiler, meat, H. W. Libbey..

Broom holder. W. Hill, Jr... ...............

Bucket bottom, reversible well, W. H. Roe..

Buckle and snap hook, F. L. Clark........ ..

Button, cuff, L. H. Thomas....

243,684

... 243,714

... 348,898

, 243,976

... 243,758

. 243,996

Button machine, Z. B. Pierce............... ... .. 243.723

Button polishing machine, T. Guilford..... ....... 243,702

Cake and fruit stand, revolving, J. C. Koch ....... 243.781

Camera obscura. W. I. Taylor..... ................. 243,813

Can. See creaming can. Milk can.

Canister. See tea canister.

Cap, H. Neufeld............................... .... 243,947

Car brake, friction, T. Sprick. 248,736

Car coupling, J. E. Ament.... ... 243,825

Car coupling, Johnson & Robison . 248,707

. 243,985

. 2437.62

. 243,982

Car coupling, D. H. Sherman -

Car, iron railway, W. A. Cushman..

Car, railway, A. F. Martel.........

Car, stock, M. O'Neal... ... 243,957

Car, stock, J. J. Padden.......... ... 243.960

Car, Street railway, W. Robinson ... 243,796

Car wheel, J. E. Atwood........ ... 243,826

Carriage. P. Dansereau......... .. ... 243.860

Carriage, child's, H. M. Richardson................. 243,973

Carrier. See egg and fruit carrier.

Case. See baling case. Piano case.

Caster, J. Toler....................................... 243,998

Casting stereotype plates, mould for, W. Scott... 243,981

Chains and bracelets, manufacture of ornamen

tal, J. H. Totten........ .....---- - - - - -- ---- -- - - - 243,999

Chains, stock for making ornamental, J. R. & T.

W. Feeley ......... ........... ... .... ........... 243,766

Chair. See convertible chair. Rocking chair.

Opera chair.

Chicken cholera compound, D. Croan.............. 243,693

Chuck, drill, G. S. Rominger............. ... 243,978

Chuck, drill, D. Slate.... ... . 243,806

Churn, J. C. Kile......

Churn lid, W. Dobson..

... 243,919 -

... 243.866

. 243,956Cigar end cutter, J. Ochs.....

Cigar lighter. B. B. Schneider.. ... 243,980

Cigar mould, S. Roman. ........ .............. 243,726

Cigarette papers, envelope for, C. G. Emery...... 243,875

Clamp. See hitch clamp.

Cleaner. See steam boiler cleaner. Wheat cleaner.

Clock spring, E. Horton....................... ...... 243,901

Closet. See water closet.

Clothes washer, E. H. Murray....................... 243,946

Cock, stop, F. Schrumpf..... .. . 243.731

. 243.913Coffin, D. R. Johnson. ......... - -

. 244,009Collapsible boat, S.W. Wardwell, Jr. ...

Convertible chair, S. Williams ........ ....... 244,014

Convertible chair and cot, E. Hatch.. ... .. 243,775

Conveyer, J. S. Leas.............. - - - - - --- - - - - - - ----- 244,119

Cooler. See milk cooler.

Cooling rolls, journals, and shafts, W. R. Jones...

Corn from the cob, machine for cutting green, V.

243,708

Barker......................... ................... 243,829

Corset, C. W. Turner. . ... 243,818

Cotton or other press, H. L. - ... 243,879

Cotton press, revolving, J. M. Shaw........... .... 243,982

Coupling. See car coupling.

Hose coupling.

Creaming can, D. W. Potter.........................

Crucible for melting metals, J. Pedder ...........

Crucibles, method of and composition for lining

Shaft coupling.

243,969

243,788

plumbago, J. Pedder.. ... 243.789

Cultivator, R. K. Niece............................... 243.951

Cultivator teeth, attaching', C. M. Stevens (r)..... 9,788

Cup. See oil cup.

Cutter. See band cutter. Cigar end cutter.

Decoy duck, L. H. North ...... ............ - -- - - - 243,954

Dental plates, etc., apparatus for forming, R. J.

Victor.................................... ......... 243,819

Die. Soe bolt heading die.

Digesting, evaporating, and refrigerating apba

ratus. E. Fox....... ............. ................ 243,769

Disinfecting and automatic flush tank, J. J.

Powers................. . 248,970

Disintegrating machine, A. P. Lipsey.. 243,928

Dollhead, F. Bartenstein............ ... 243,752

Doll house, etc., Dorn & Crandall................... 2:3,873

Door lock and burglar alarm, combined pocket,

J. A. Lee, Sr.............................----- 243,926

Drain pipes, testing, F. Tudor... .................. 243,741

Drill. See seed drill.

Drum, stove pipe heating, J. F. Weitzel........... 244,011

Dynamometer, H. C. Hovey............. ... 243,902

Edger. W. McDonald.............. ... 243,717

Egg and fruit carrier, L. H. Page .. . 243,961

Electric circuit switch board, F. Blake............. 243,839

Electric machine, dynamo, J. J. Wood..... . 243,746

Electric wires, conducting. W. M. Conway........ 243,843

Electrical armatures, machine for winding, J.

Brady........ ........................... ......... 243.844

Electro-magnetic motor, M. G. Farmer............ 243,769

Elevator. See sucker rod elevator.

Elevator, E. Raber...................................

Elevator safety attachment, P. Gately.

Engine. See gas engine. Road engine. Pumping

engine. Steam and other engines.

Engine, C. L. Work................................... 248,823

Envelope, document, J. W. Wilson (r)..... ........ 9,792

248.791

243,771
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Evaporating apparatus, Brooks & Le Page......... 243,686 Organ action, reed, J. L. Hinners. ................. 243.899 Vessel and attachments thereto for submarine

Extractor. See nail extractor. Paint for roofs, etc., metallic, J. S. Smith ......... 243,990 illuminating, R. S. Jennings. ................... 243,780

Fabric. See knit fabric. Paper bag machine, W. C. Cross............ ...... 243,858 Violins, combined bow guide and rosin holder for,

Farm gate. C. P. Emery....................... . . . . . . . 244,018 paper pulp grinding engines, securing the knives H. F. Dammon............................ . .... 243,763

Farm gate, J. A. Lease...................... . . . . . . . . . 243.712 used in, G. Smith ................................. 243,733 Wise, A. M. Howard........ ......... - - - - - - - - - - - - 243,903

Farm gate, F. M. Smiley..... ........ .......... 243,988 Paper pulp, wood grinding machine for, B. F. Per- 'Wagon brake, H. E. Rolph........................... 243,977

Feathers, composition for cleaning and disinfect- kins................. ............................... 243,965 Wagon implement, F. S. Dimon..................... 243,865

ing, M. Beer... ..... ............................. 243,754 || Paper slitting machinery, J. Flanders........ ..... 243,767 Wagon, side bar, J. C. Walter....................... 244,008

Fence, J. A. Marine........ ......- - - - - - - - ---- - 243,93" | Parer and corer, apple, A. J. Rice. ................ 243,725 Washer. See clothes washer.

Fence, A. Todd......................... -- -- - - -- - - 243,815 Petroleum and tar, apparatus for refining, T. Washing machine, E. Crawley.... ................. 243,856

Fence, barbed, Bernard & Rice... ....... - - - - - - - - 243,835 Marrin ............. ............................... 243,930 Washing machine, A. Fleming...................... 243,878

Fence, flood, T. C. Nichols........................... 243.950 Photographic and other prints transparent, com- Waste pipe and fittings, T. C. Townsend........... 244,000

Fence, metallic and barbed wire, M. Falcon....... 243,696 position for rendering, E. W. Poston........... 243,968 Watch winding mechanism, W. Gülzow........... 243.885

Fence, portable. S. M. Coop..... ........ ........... 243,854 Piano case, upright, G. M. Guild............ - - - - - - - 243,700 Watches, clocks, etc., jeweling of, C. H. Bagley... 243,828

Fence wires, machine for barbing. F. L. Bestor... 243,683 || Piano Sounding board, M. J. Chase................. 243,689 Water closet, A. G. Myers........ ............... ... 243 719

Fertilizer distributer, G. N. Joss... ......... ...... 243,916 || Pill machine. P. Cauhapé...............- -- --- 243,848 Wells, casting head for oil, M. W. Kahle........... 240,709

Fertilizer distributers, feed cup for, W. Marks.... 243,716 || Pillow or bolster, W. T. Doremus............243,868, 243,869 Wheat cleaner, magnetic, Delany & Morgan....... 243,862

Filter, water, C. L. Ridgway..... - - ------ - - 243,975 Pipe. See waste pipe. Wheel. See car wheel.

Fire alarm. T. Shaw.................................. 243,984 || Pipes, device for threading, J. Miller.............. . 243,941 Winding webbing, etc., machine for, T. G. Young 244,016

Firearm, A. L. Sweet. .............................. 243.993 || Pitcher, ice, J. M. Blackburn ... ........--- 243.838 Windmill, D. Althouse............. ................. 243.751

Firearm, breech-loading, J. Borden, Jr........ ... 243,842 Plaiting machine, F. R. Smith............. ......... 243,989 Windmill, T. E. Peckham. ... ....................... 243:1

Firearm lock, Hewitt & Kimball ......... .... .... 243,894 Plant duster, S. Ruggles........................, .... 243,727 Window screens, etc., fabric for. I. E. Palmer..... 243,962

Firearm, magazine, A. Schneider................... 243,801 | Planter, cotton, F. M. Kimes...... - - - - - - - -- 243,920 Wire screens, manufacture of, F. Preller.......... 243,790

Fire escape, D. S. Thomas........................... 243,994 | Plow, jointer. A. M. Ross ....... . . ....... ........ 243.799, Wire stretcher, Ellwood & Watkins ............... 243,764

Fire escape, W. Winkless (r)................ ....... 9,790 Plow, steam, C. B. Bostwick. ....................... 243,843 Wrench. See nut wrench.

Fire extinguisher, A. M. Burritt................ ... 243,847 | Pneumatic dispatch tube, T. J. Mayall............. 243,784 -

Fisherman’s reel, F. A. Loomis (r). ................ 9,785 | Press. See cotton press. Cotton or other press.

Fishway, A. B. Hendryx.................. --- ..... 243,893 Hay and cotton press. DESIGNS.

Fork. See hay fork. Table fork. Protector. See telegraph wire protector.
Form, adjustable dress, J. Hall..................... 243.703 | Puller. See thistle puller. £ W. Byron............ - - -- - -- -.......... ... 12,887

nger ring, G. Krementz............................. 12,339
Furnace feeder, I. Erickson............ .... .... 243,694 | Pulley block, J. W. Norcross ..... ................. 243.952 Gas and lamp shade, F. S. Shirley.................... 12,347

Furnace for the reduction of ores and for the car- Pulley for hoisting machines, S. Stutz......... ...* Glassware. Gennert & Gleason....................... 12,349

bonization and decarbonization of iron, S. G. Pump, G. Wilson ................. ................... 243,744 : Mantle ornament. W. S. McLewee................... 12.340

Clark..................................... ........ 243,851 | Pump, steam, J. Henshall........ ....... ........ 243,776 Oil cloth, C.T. & V. E. Meyer...............12,341 to 12,346

Furnace for the reduction of zinc, cinnabar, and Pumps, automatic counterbalance to spear rods ! Sewing machine frame. E. Woodward........ ...... 12.348

other ores, S. G. Clark........ ... ............... 243,850 of mining, S. B. Connor et al..................... 243,852. Type, font of printing'H Ihlenburg 1:

Gauge. See bracelet gauge. Pumping engine, steam, Thomson & Evans....... 243,814 - - - * - --- - - - - - -

Game apparatus, A. B. Bullard.......... ........... 243,688 || Railway cross tie, G. W. Vroman.... ............ . 244,003

Game counters, etc., box for holding, J. H. La Bau 243,925 | Railway signal and gate, B. Hempstead............ 243,892
Gas engine, J. Robson................................ 243,795 || Railway switch, A. F. Martel................... ... 243,933 TRADE MARKS.

Gate. See farm gate. Rake. See harvester reel rake. Horse rake. Boiler rivets, Hoopes & Townsend................... 8,435

Gate, M. Faloon................................... ... 243,695 || Reel. Fisherman's reel. Brushes, toilet and other, F. Loonen & Son......... 8,429

Gate, Fisher & Pitcher.......... • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 243,877 | Refrigerating apparatus by means of ammonia Cigars, cigarettes, smoking tobacco, chewing to

Gelatine prepared in the form of dried foam, R. and other substances, T. Cook.... ......--- - 243,759 bacco, and snuff, L. Truitt........................ 8,438

Brooks............. - - - - - - ------ - - - - -- - - - - - 243,685 | Refrigerator H. A. Roberts (r). .................... 9,786 Clarets, P. W. Engs & Sons..................... . .... 8,423

Gold and silver ores, apparatus for treating, W. Relay, Wright & Longstreet..... . . .... ...... .... 243,824 Cleansing, washing, and polishing preparation, cer

M. Fuller............................ ....... ..... 243,699 || Resawing machine, Connell & Dengler............. 243,692 tain, N.T. Folsom & Co............................ 8,433

Gopher trap, A. Norris............. ...... .......... 243,953 | Rice separator, A. Moore .................... ...... 243,944 Cologne water, J. M. Farina... ..................8,426, 8,427

Grain meter, C. Wais........................ - - - - - - - - 244,006 || Road engine, A. O. Frick..................- - --- - - - 243,881 | Fertilizing compounds, Atlantic and Virginia Fer

Grain scourer, H. A. Barnard....................... 243,830 Road engines, steering gear for, A. O. Frick....... 243,880 tilizing Company..... .............. ............... 8,431

Gratings employed to cover openings to vaults, Rocking chair, G. A. Nelson......................... 244,021 Foods, farinaceous, J. & C. Lloyd & Co ............. 8,424

etc., walking surface of illuminating. T. Hyatt 243.779 Rope stand, P. W. Zeigler........................... 244,017 Meats, smoked, F. A. Ferris & Co............ ........ 8,428

Grinding grain, roller mill for, D. F. Brown........ 243,087 | Rule and balance, combined desk, S. E. Barton... 243,758 Medical compound. D. S. Orton.............--- 8,437

Hame, J. W. Hudson.................---- - - - 243,777 Sad iron heater, H. McConnell................ ..... 243,935 Medicinal compound, Cullen & Newman............. 8,422

Hame fastener, Gelabert & Steinkuhler..... - - - - - - - 243,882 Safe, provision. A. Osborne .................... ..... 243,958 Medicine for the cure of rheumatism and dyspepsia,

Hammer, trip. S. Shetter..... ...........--- 243,986 Sawing machine, E. R. Hill........ ................. 243,896 J. Webb........................ ... ................. 8,430

Handle. See tea and coffee pot handle. Sawing machine, circular, C. S. Beath.............. 243,833 Petroleum for illuminating purposes, refined, Em

Harness tie strap holder, E. A. Blickenstaff....... 243,840 | Sawing machine, heading, stave, and spoke, J. G. pire Refining Company................ ............ 8,432

Harrow, T. E. Jefferson........ ... .................. 243,705 Wilson............. ............................ 243,745 Saws of all kinds, Wheeler, Madden & Clemson

Harvester reel rake, W. H. Knapp ....... -- - - - - - - 243,711 | Saw,mechanism for operating a drag, C.Jesseman 243,911 Manufacturing Company.....................8,439, 8,440

Hat fulling machine, J. Warton......... ......... 243,743 | Scales for hides and tallow,weighing, J.H.Sparrow 243,811 Soda water fountains, J. C. Johnson. .......... .... 8,486

Hats, scalding napped, G. M. Wheeler.............. 244,012 || Scourer. See grain scourer. Thrashing machines, Aultman & Taylor Company... 8,425

Hay and cotton press, M. H. & J. A. McBryde. ... 243,785 Scraper, earth, H. W. Ball........................... 243,681 Tobacco, chewing, B. F. Gravely..................... 8,434

Hay fork, horse. I’. Beardsley................ ...... 243,682 Scraper, earth, W. Haslup......... ....... ......... 243,890 Toilet compounds, chemical, C. G. Am Ende........ 8,421

Header and thrasher, combined, A. H. Lighthall. 243,715 Jeed drill, S. Huffman............ ......... - - - - - - - - 243,908

Heater. See sad iron heater. Separator. See rice separator. -

Heating, cooking, and drying apparatus, com- Sewing and pegging jack, J. P. Busfield ........ 243,755 $flytrfištútnig.
bined. S. W. Mansfield...... ... .................. 243,929 |Sewing machine, J. Keith ........................... 243,710

Hitch clamp, J. Mathie ... ........ ...... ... ...... 244,020 |Sewing machine, Mullikin & Hartley..... ..... ... 243,945 Inside Page, each insertion - - - 75 cents a line.

Hog ringing implement, A. L. Hill.................. 243,895 | Sewing machine, H. F. Schlueter. ... ........... 243,729 | Back Page, each insertion - - - $1.00 a line.

Hoisting drum, E. A. Beyer........ ..- - - - -- 243,837 Sewing machine embroidering attachment, E.T. (About eight words to a line.)

Holdback for hanues, W. B. Hayden................ 243,891 Thomas......... ..... .............. .............. 243,740£; may head advertisements at the same rate

Holder. See book holder. Trace holder. Broom Sewing machine, shoe, H. Folsom (r)............... 9,791 ## #.#ess. Adver

holder. Sewing machine shuttle, E. S. Yentzer.....- 243,750 asT# £ a puorica qfice as early

9 morning to appear in next issue.
Holder for grinding tools. Gardner & Woodbridge 243,770 Sewing machine tension device, N. Duen.......... 243.874

Horn shavings. treating, J. Pathe..... ...... ... .. 243,963, Shaft coupling universal, W. Johnston....... ..... 243,914

Horse rake, J. G. Thomas............................ 243,995 || Sifter, ash, C. W. King... . ...................... .. 243,921 | AUTOMATIC CABINET-PLAY ANYTUNE.

Horseshoe nails, machine for forging, C. W. | Signal. See railway signal. - Sl -

Woodford... ....... .......................... .... 244,015 Skate, roller. E. J. Cox............... ... •- -- - -- - 243,761 Ç - S.

Hose coupling, M. Dillmeier ............* * * * * * * * * * * * 243,864 Skate, roller, J. K. Ross..................... ---- - - 243.979 Q

Hose coupling, compound, G. Westinghouse, Jr.. 243,823 Slaughtering apparatus, J. H. Sparrow............. 243,810 C

Hose nozzle, E. Madden.... ................... .... 243,938 . Sled, hand. F. M. Priestley........... ...... ...... . 243,971 || Music,4c. per foot. Iustrated catalogues free.

House. See doll house. Sleigh bolster, H. L. Steele................... . . . . 243,992 THEö.£HARBACH,809 Filbert#phia.P.

Hydrant valve, Z. E. Coffin.... ......... . - - - - - . 243,691 | Sleigh brace, W. H. Pettit........................... 243,966

Ice cream freezer, Reed & Cumming............... 243,972 Soap, R. A. McCullough.................--- 243.936 'NN'...' T#
":£ wires,* for making, Soap, manufacture of, P. Cassamajor... .......... 243,757 £££'£

- *yall... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 243,783 | Soda, manufacture of, E. Solvay................ ... 243,991 for making ieather; former treatment by causticalkalies

Insulators, compound substance for electric, T. Spiders, machine for grinding, Washburn & Mer- and sulphurets to remove the hair; more recent use of

J. Mayall......... ....................... ......... 243,782 ritt ..................... ... ...... ..... ..... ..... 244,010£ sodium for, the same purpose, removal of
- e alkalies; inflation of hides previous to (2) Tanning.—

Interlocking switch and signal mechanism, J. A. Spirit meter recording mechanism, J. Leede...... 243,927. Theory of the tanning process; the former universal

Bonnell ... ... - - - - - ---- -- - - - - - - - - - - - 243,841 Spirits from grain, manufacturing distilled, T.A. #.'',£,###:

Iron and steel, manufacture of ingot, W. Hains- & W. T. Jebb ................ .......... ...... 243,910 ly effecting the result by the use of various mineral sub

worth....... ................. .......... ......... 243,774 || Spring. See clock spring. Vehicle spring. stances: the advantages of the latter method; objections

isinglass, etc., manufacture of w. N. Le Page.... 243,713 stand, see cake and fruit stand. Rope stand. t£:"#,££

Jack. See sewing and pegging jack. Stand boiler, W. W. Austin......................... 243,680 SUPPLEMENT, No. 273. Price 10 cents. To be had at

Knit fabric, J. Nelson........ ........... . • * -- - - - 243,787 Steam and other engines, P., Sr., & F. E. Bes- this office and from all newsdealers.

Lactates, manufacture of, C. E. Avery............. 243,827 nard, Jr.... .. - - - - - - ---- - - - - ----- - - 243,836 || ".

Lamp, J. F. Krame............*:- - -- - - - -- --- - - - -- - 243,924 | Steam boiler cleaner, A. Johnson......-- - - -- - 243,912 TELE PORTER-ALLEN

Lamp, electrical, L. G. Woolley........ .....243.748, 243,749 |Steamer, food, J. E. Hoyt............................ 243,906 e •

Lever for lifting jacks, etc., ratchet, J. S. Kirk- Stereoscope and graphoscope, combined, L. Patt- High Sp88d Steam EngIIIB.
wood................. ...4......................... 243,922 berg............................... ....... ........ 243,964 ADDRESS

Line or leader, casting, J.Sbields- - - --- - - - - 343,987 | Stool, piano, H. M. Ritter.......... •---- 243,794 SOUTHWARK FOUNDRY & MACHINE CO.,

Lock. See door lock. Nut lock. Firearm lock. Stove, cooking, C. Temme........................... 243,739 430 Washington Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.

Trunk lock. Stove rest for culinary and other articles, W. L. * -- - -

Lock, W. D. Doremus........- - - - --- - 243,870 to 243,872 McDowell.............................-- - - - - - - - 243,937 CISTERN WATER. — A REPORT BY

Lock hub, J. Schade (r)..... ... ......... ............ 9,787 | Sucker rod elevator, C. H. Cushing................. 243,859 |#####£#£ on

Locomotives, cinder escape far. J. Shaw..... ..... 243,805 Supporter. See trunk cover supporter. natiysis stern waters, of analyses; uc

£: sofa:#£- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - 243,732 Suppositories, composition for. L. Roth... ... .... 243,800£#£e

ubricating apparatus for bearings in machinery, Suspender end fastening, S. Wales......... .... ... 243,742 mitte' incinnat's Contained in £NTFISAM:

J. S. Whitney.......... - - - - - -- - -- - - - -- - - -- - . .... 243,013 | Swimming apparatus, W. Beeson..... ....... ..... 243,834#£f£cents. To be had

Lubricator. T. Holland................ .............. 243,900 | Switch. Seeinterlocking switch. Railway switch.

Lubricator for cylinders of air compressors, R. F. Table fork, H. C. Hart........- - - - - - - - - -- - - 243,889

Grigsby . . . . ................... ....... ... .... 243,773 Tank. See disinfecting and automatic flush tank. A WALUABLE INVENTION D

Macerating beets, etc., machine for, A. Perret.... 243,722 | Tanning process, R. Koenitzer...................... 23:31,#£,#'.'
Magneto-electric machine, J. J. Wood.............. 243.747 | Target ball, W. Wagner....................... ...... 24,005 ###################.

Measuring machine, cloth, J. M. Barnes.......... . 243,831 Tea and coffee pot handle, A. Bayley............... 243,832 been issued to Geo. H. Burrows, of Somerville, Mass.,

Meter. See grain meter. Spirit meter. Tea canister, W. Welbourne (r). ....... ........... *|}:''''''''''
Milk can, II. B. Scoville.............................. 243,803 Telegraph, quadruplex, S. D. Field..... .......... 243,698 fully aware of the magnitude of the business, 'il Con

Milk cooler, W. M. Turner........................... 244,002 | Telegraph wire, compound, T. J. Mayall........... 243,984 fine their field of operation to the New England States,

Mitten, T. Ryan................... •- - - -- -........ 243,728 Telegraph wire protector, T. Wallace.............. 244,007 ££,##

Mould. See cigar mould. Telephone, J. Goodman..... .... ....... ....... 243,883,#'#d',":*:

Motor. See electro-magnetic motor. Temperator for breweries, H. Stater, Jr........... 243,737 - *

Motor, A. & A. Iske ... .............................. 243,900 | Test or thief, P. Newell...................- - - - - -- 243,948 for£#'"# #£in:£

Mules and spinning frames, driving cylinder for, Thistle puller, T. & A. Turnbull..... .............. 243,817 85#:#e: Boston, -

J. Hill ..................... ......... * * * * * - - - - - - - 243.897 || Ticket, pin, T. Moore.............•- - - -- --- - - - - 243,786

Musical instrument, mechanical, H. B. Nicherson 243,720 Tie. See railway cross tie.
Musical instruments, keyboard for reed, T. Daw- Tile machine, #Dodds .......... ................. 243,867 TO Electro-Plate?’s.

kins.................................... ........... 243,861 || Torpedo boat, submarine, M.A. Hardy............ 243,888 ATTERIES, CHEMICALS,ANDMATE

Mustard, vessel for holding and dispensing, J. Torpedo boat, submarine, M. Hubbe.............. 2: ... g's£&######
Gulden.... ........................................ 243.884 Toy domino, C. M. Crandall.... ... ................ 243,855 Manufacturing Electrician, 19 Bromfield Street, Boston,

Nail extractor. F. M. Stevens................... .... 243,812 Trace holder, W. K. Hardenbrook......-- -- - - - - - 243,887 Mass. Illustrated Catalogue sent free.

Nails, manufacture of, D.J. Farmer. ......... ..... 243.697 Trap. Seegopher trap. ! -

Net, fly, T. Grissinger ................................ 243,701 Truck, car, W. Robinson ........... .......243,797, 243,798 £P:s'.I'£,*#.
Newspapers, mechanism for counting folded, J.J. Trunk cover supporter, W. S. Soule........ ....... 243.734 M. Hopkins. escription of construction 'of £i

Clause et al........... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 243,690 Trunk fastening, W. S. Soule....................... 843,735 simplified forms of the Holtz electrical machine, with

Nut lock, J. W. Wadsworth.......................... 244004 Trunk lock, H. C. Hunt ........... ................. 243,778#£#£":££e

££b::- - - -- - - - - - - - - - 243,942 Tube. See pneumatic dispatch tube. # by£ ofa#£##
cup for lubricating s , Gerdon & Schind- Valve. See hydrant valve. esting and 1nstructive experiments in static e city

ler (r)......................... - * * * * * * * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 9,784 || Valve, steam actuated, Foster & Millward......... 243,768 *:*#:'''''#.

Oil for dressing leather, H. & C. Fink.............. 243,876 . Valve, stop, D. Buick................. ............... 243846 #g££ £"###
Opera chair, Chambers & Burnett .................. 243,849 | Vehicle spring, P. J. Kern........ ........ ......... 213,918 .'', '''''''', * *AN 5 *I.EMENTs, Nos. 278,

Ore desulphurizing furnace, W. Moller.......... ... 243,943 Ventilator, W. T. Cottier..................--- -- 243,760 t#"'#a££#£
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DISPOSAL OF SEWAGE. – A PAPER

| read before the London Institution of Mechanical Engi

Chapman describing the Farquhar

st''. for the disposal of the

'' es, for the purification of the

neers, #. Mr Henry

and Oldham filterin

sewage of towns an

water supply of cities, and for the continuous filtration

in an economical manner of arge volumes of iiquid
£ With£ Contained in SCIENTIFIC

ERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 276. Price 10 cents. To
be had at this office and from all newsdealers. The same

number contains an article on "Paris Water Meters,”

£ brief descriptions, with illustrations, of the four

pes of water meters adopted by the Parisian authori

ties; Kennedy's meter; er's meter; Samain's meter;

and Mathelen and Deplechin's meter.

HORTHAND: mail or y

ituations proc for pupils when competent.

endfor circ - W####! FEE,b'.N.Y.

THE CULTIVATION OF CELERY.–A

$# read before the Society for the Encouragement of

Domestic Industry, by President Robinson, of Brown

University, giving his practical experience of man

years in raising celery. Celery as a wild plant. Englis

mode of cultivation, as practiced in this country. The

I' soil for cultivating the plant. Methods of blanch

... How celery should be kept in winter. Packing.

Profits on cultivation. Contained in ScientiFIo Ameri

CAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 279. Price 10 cents. To be had

at this office and from all newsdealers.

ALLNEW DESIGNS of But

50 BEAUTIFU terfly, Dragon-fly, Robin Red

breast, Pinks, Pansies, Violets, and Moss Rosebud

Chromo Cards, name on, 10c. Card Mills, Northford, Ct.

SELECTION AND PREPARATION OF

food.—By Miss Ruth Smith. A valuable essay, in which

is discussed the various classes of foods in common use,

the amount of nutritive value in each, the proper modes

of preparing them for use. A paper of value in every

household. Contained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUP

PLEMENT, No. 271. Price 10 cents. To be had at this

office and from all newsdealers. The same number con

tains a valuable article on the “Adulterations of Food,”

ving the results reached by Dr. Smart in his invest

ions, under direction of the National Board of Health

to £mine the prevalence of adulteration in food

supplies.

SENDIOLONDON BERRY:ORTO

PH | LA PA FOR

THE BEST BANDSAWBLADE

COMPRESSING AIR.-BY JOHN STUR

Writingthoroughly#

| geon. An important paper, showing the most efficient

and economical way of effecting the compression of air

for use as a motive power: , Illustrated with engraving

of an air-compressor for obtaining low pressures. Con

tained in SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No.

279. Price 10 cents. To be had at this office and from

all newsdealers.

FLORIDA STEAMSAW MILLFOR SALE.

New, in good runn order. Directly on line of So, Fla.

. R., Orange Co., o two miles from Junction. Can't

Keep up with its orders. Demand, prices increasing.

Timber plentiful. Clearing $300 per month. In center

mostthriving county in State. S reason for sale.

Address A. W.W.A , Maitland, Fla.

SEPARATION OF FATS, OILS, GLY
cerine, etc.—Full text of the decision of the Supreme

Court of the United States, sustaining the Tilghman

latent,£ a largeamount of valuable informa

ion concerning the chief industries relating to glycer

ine, fats, and oils, with interesting allusions to other dis

coveries. #or: the decomposition of fats. Patents

for processes. eilson's hot blast process. Morse's

#" patent. Who may‘'. The ques

tion of infringement, etc. Contained in SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 278. Price 10 cents. To

be had at this office and from all newsdealers.

.E'OR SALE.

The entire patent right for a new and valuable improve

ment in Lamp' forming a splendid article for

manufacture, on w ich large profits can be made at a

small Qutlay: Address, for ful£
. J. HENTZ, 114 South Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

fin- |G -

** r:* -

£SEWINGMACH ".

#RETSAWS:XIIKINI Ś

The Climax Sash Cord, for suspending

à sash, &c., and The Perfect Door Spring,

* Afor closing doors, are more simple, dur

$4). able and economical than any in use.

£70ncetriedmootherwill be used. Agents Wanted

Send for circular.T.P.T.P.B., Co.3237Ave.N.Y.

MACHINES FOR PRODUCING COLD

air.-A paper read by Mr. T. B. Lightfoot, before the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, London.#
brief description of each of the machines hitherto de

vised for producing cold air; and including the theory,

construction, and practical working of a greatly im

£" form of apparatus for the same£ Illus

rated with an engraving giving perspective view of one

of these machines as constructed for marine purposes,

and intended to supply 5,000 cubic feet of cold airper

hour. Contained in SciENtific American Suppie

MENT, No. 274. Price 10 cents. To be had at this

office and from all newsdealers.

Will sell the RIGHT to WRITE a book for one thousand

dollars. Subject new ! A positive demand. Address

MRS. A. E. LEWLER, Onargo, Iroquois Co., Ill.

QH10 STATE UNIVERSITY. Mechanical Department.
The best place in the West to study Mechanical En

gineering. £o: method. Shop practice. All

modern advan . Tuition free. Expenses very low.

Address Prof. S. W. ROBINSON, Columbus, O.

NATOELEYATORS

#HAND POWER AND H(DRAUL

us'", FREIGHT & FASSENGER ov.

:* SHAFING FULLEYS HANGERS

L.S. 66AVAQ350///04/AS/A/f/WY

--

BLACKSMITHS and Carriage Makers should send

for a free specimen copy of “THE BLACKSMITH AND

WHEELwRIGHT” (size of SciENTIFIC AMERICAN), filled

with practical information, and copiously illustrated.

M.T.RICHARDSöN. Publisher, 45 #arclay Street, N.Y.

TRANSPARENT &#Make no mistake

They are thefines

wou eversaw 1 Each card contains a unique scene. 25 with

name on, 10cts. Address HUB CARD CO., Boston, Masa

RATTERIES. wikEs. MAGNETs, INSTRUMENTs,
TELEGRAPHAND ELECTRICALSUPPLIES. CATA.

LoGUE FREE. C. E. JONES & BRO, CINCINNATi, Ó.
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TNEvv Eco

MoDERN MILLING
JUST PUBLISHED.

Milling. Being the substance of two addresses

M'£ of the Franklin Institute, Phila

deiphia. By Robert Grimshaw, Ph.D. Illustrated %

#engravings. 8vo cloth, . - $1.

We also publish:

Craik ical American Millwright and Miller.

By . Millwright. Illustrated by wood en

-The Pract

David Craik

Wings an lates. 8vo - - .00

H' Millwright Assistant.

d foldin

can Miller and

trated. 12mo, --. - - - - -

P£ie'unwright's, and Engineer's Gil'
Illustrated. 12mo, . - - - - $3.00

gy- The above, or any of our Industrial and Technical

NEw York BELTInc. AND PAcKinc comp"Y.
The Oldest and Largest Manufacturers of the Original

SC La TD J D \V" TIT La C.A. INT I. "I" E -

"'

E MI E R Y
All other kinds I

"
£- Ad

Emery Wheel. JOHN H. CHEEVER, Treas.

itati nd Inferior. Our name is stamped in full upon all our

dard BELTING, #####"'d#

firess. NEW York BELTING AND PACKING CO:

W H E E L S.

NEW YORK,

Pond's Tools,

DAVID W. POND, Worcester, Mass.
Books, t by mail, free of postage, at the p

#£ in the#

HENRY CAREY BAIRD & Co.,

Industrial Publishers. Booksellers, and Importers,

810 WALNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

~||

-

£

SWEEPSTAKES, WITH THE ELLIS

Patent Journal Box. The best Planer and Matcher ever

made. #"#" in. wide, 6in. thick, weight 2,200 lbs.,

; planing in. wide, 6 in. thick, weight 2.600 lbs.,

- 'g. Arbor, and Head, extra, $20. Sash, Door,

and Blind Machinery a specialty. Send for descriptive

catalogue to Rowley & Hermance, Williamsport, Pa.

50
All Gold, Chromo, and Lit'g Cards (No 2 alike

Name on, 10c. Clinton Bros.,£d'e).

NEWYORK-SIECL works: pS.
| Sree * * * M. O) -

LE77 ERS TA 4× |

| #A pies &c. **

8TVNASSAU SI:NY * > /

£80, W.RBad & [0,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

MAHOGANY.,
And all Foreign and Domestic

CaToirnet \VAV C C Cls.

SOLE MANUFACTURERS

CUT AND PRESS DRIED

TH IN LUM BER,

CIGAR BOXES,

Farmel stoclas, Etc., Etc.

Mills and Warerooms:

186 to 200 LBWis St., New York.

he that works without

ways ready to be started

ve_at once full power.

#TY, ECONOMY,
DNVENIENCE N

- o

steam, no coal, no ashes, no fires,

no danger, no extra insurance.

THE NEW OTTO SILENT GAS ENGINE.

Useful for all work of small statio steam ine.

it,

Pa.

*

Celebrated Original

- BALTIMORE

FIRE-PLACE HEATERS

Towarm upper and lower rooms.

The handsomest, most economical

£ii in the sö:
•

Founir: #1BR4.#9".
39 and 41 Light Street,

Baltimore,

MaRaleized Slate MANTELs.

Send for Circulars.

IVII., MECHANICAL, AND MINING EN.
C ('I'NEERING: at the Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute, Troy, N. Y. The oldest engineerin

school in America. Next term begins September 15.

The Register for 1880–81 contains a list of the graduates

for the past 54 years, with their positions; also, course
of study, requirements, expenses, etc. Add

i) AVII)''Mi Gi: EENié,

ress

irector.

PROSPECTING MINERAL LANDS A SPECIALITY

crlindrical sections or corts obtain ED THE who LE

. . .T.A.Nct Bos to ARTESIAN WELLS Be F to Round

AND S TR A G HT ADM ITT, N G A LARGER Pu MP AND CAS No.

- * * * 0port Ti ON TO S ZE of

* 0 LE THAN B , x * * or H E *

PROCESS. EST - ATES Giv EN

a NE CONTRACTS. * ACE EY

ENNSMMANIA:

UAMUNDURILCO

£.
FOR ALL ri N. L. S. C. r. R O Cr.

– E OR 1 N. S.--

MACHINISTS' TOOLS.
NEW AND iMPROVED PATTERN.S.

Send for new illustrated catalogue.

Lathes, Planers, Drills, &c.
NEW HAVEN MIANU FACTURING CO.,

New Maven, Comm.

“BLAKE'S CHALLENC

BLARE CIRUSHER

M Patented November 18, 1879.

For Macadam Rond making, Ballasting of Rail Crush

£:!/. o yim n Way an n O rations, tún owns.

#######%f££ 68,

E” ROCK BREAKER.

Positive IBLAST.

IRONREVOLVERS,PERFECTLY BALANCED

IS SIMPLER, AND HAS

FEWER PARTS THAN ANY OTHER BLOWER.

P. H. & F. M. ROOTS, Manuf'rs,

CONNERSVILLE, IND.

WM. COOKE, Selling Agt., 6 Cortlandt Street, }
JAS, BEGGS & CO., Selling Agts., 8 Dey Street,

s.s. TownsEND, Gen. Agt, ##"

gay-seND FOR PRICED CATALOGUE.

NEW

YORK,

leg's
"…→

y G."Ge:

==

WITHERBY, RUGG & RICHARDSON, Manufacturers

of Patent Wood Working Machinery of every descrip

tion: Facilities unsurpassed. Shop formerly occupied
R. Ball & Co., Worcester, Mass. Send for Catalogue.

Ores, use of Iron Fun

e sher on account of its superior

1880.

MACHINERY
of every description. 121 Chambers and 103 Reade Sts.,

New York, THE GEORGE Place MachinERY Age:NCY.

BEATTW'S ORGANS,18 useful stops, 5 sets reeds,
only $65. Pianos,$125 up. GE'"Illus.

Catalogue FT.E. Address BEA Y,Wash n, N.J

DEAN BROTHERS -

Stål PIN WITIS.
- - - *- INDIANAPOLIS, IND.,

E++--- Manufacturers of

BOLER#MN0 PU: MACHINERY,

FOR ALL PURPOSES.

Send for new Illustrated Catalogue.

NOW REA DY-The New Edition of Trautwine's
Civil Engineer's Pocket Bools. 12mo, 691 pages,

illustrated with 680 engravings from original designs.

Fifteenth thousand. Revised, corrected, and enlarged.

E. CLAXTON & CO., 930 Market St., iPhiladelphia, Pa.

CO., Sole Makers, New Haven, Conn.

- 15 5 R AC E S T - A# M'P9% J

ERAss J E. R.

* :*** SPEE, a fuse it. The

CINCI'sf. fMT1:

- METALs
HREE £ce

HOW TO SOFTEN HARD WATER.

Description of Dr. Clarke's simple process for softening

hard waters, and at the same time# the water.

This paper is of much value and interest. Contained in

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT, No. 270. Price

10 cents. To be had at this office and from all news

ALERYOUROWMFRITIM
o:######.'er 2,000 styles of type. Ca e anreduced# list free. ogu

H. H00WER, Phila., Pa.

IRUIPTUIRE
cured without an operation or the injury trusses inflict

by Dr. J. A. SEHER NPS method. Office,251 Broadway,

Ne His book, with £hotographic likenesses

of cases, before and after Cure, mailed for 10c.

S U P E R O R S U E S T | T U T E

MOSS ENGRAVING CO.
Wi ( ) >* > N I.

C

1 * CO+, »(), A T E U 1 × - W

5.3.5 PIE.1 F L STI, IEET.

En: ravings of 1°ortrait -. Hut dimir

papers, Books. Cat: lost". Lt c. M I

Th: E LARCEST ESTABLISHMENT

O F. E. LM, N E JP YOI. K.

liest per 1 hit in Wood Cut -.

F O R. W. O. O. D. E N C R A V | N. C.

\ 1 IROC h

Drawing PaperforMaps, Plans,Me

THEBEST:######0
Paper. Send for

#: is the

Sam e8.

#FFEL & Esseå, New York.

BLowER.
[ForcED BLAST.]

The best in the World for

Charcoal Blast Furnaces.

Also for melting Iron in Cu

polas for Stove Foundries,etc.

WILBRAHAM BR0S,

No. 2320 Frankford Avenue,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

FOR OUR CATALOGUE.*

OUR

£PRESIDENT
A Memento of His Assassination.

An Elegant Engraving, Size 19 x 24.

Containing a£ of PresinENT GARFIELD

and NINE PORTRAIT ENGRAVINGS OF HIS CABINET.

With statistics of our national prosperity, education, Church

and State Warious vignettes, two correct views of the

obelisk in Central Park, and a unique historical engraving of

George Washington. No description with the pen will

enable you to form any idea of this beautiful work of art. It

has been pronounced by all, who have seen it as the most

elegant and artistic piece of work of modern times. Soma

idea may be formed when we say that the artist's work alone

cost over $2,000. FitEE eing the publishers of this

beautiful plcture, and wishing to present to EVERY READ

ER OF This ADWERTISEMENT a Souvenir of OUR BRAVE:

PRESIDENT, we make the following liberal offer: For

SEVENTY-FiWE CENTS we will send the above described

work of art and our elegantly illustrated Househol.0

GUEST MAGAZINE, each number containing 48 pages of

beautiful illustrations and choice reading, for six months for

only SEVENTY.FIVE CENTS. The |'' of the magazine is

*. per year, so we actually give you the engraving

FREE. This offer is made for two purposes: First, to intro

AG-SEN

scape -, M1:... c. 11 inery. M1:... p-, Etc., for New --

OF T H E KIND IN THE WORLD.

HEELER'SPATENT WOOD FILLE
Fills the pores of wood perfectly, so that

smooth finish is obtained with one coat of Var

nish. Send for circular. Mention this paper

BRIDGEPORT WOOD FINISHING CO.,

40 Bleecker Street, New York.
en

Built in sizes of 2,4, and 7. H. P. by SCH LEICH

ščiūjivi & Żó..."'5"Chestn't Street."#hila.

A. C. via'ning 33 bey St., New York, Agent.

WIll WORKINEMACHINER,
Kiss"Universal Wood Workers, Planing, Matching,

Moulding, Band and Scroll Sawing Machines,

Carriage, Wagon and Wheel Machinery, etc.

BENTEL, MARCEDANT & Co.,

inAM/E,TON, OHIO, U. S. A.

| THE MEDART FAIENT WROUGHT RIM FULLEY :

THE LIGHrt St.

PATENT QUICK

Adjustable Stroke

SEIA EPIEES

Can be Changed while in Motion.

*E. Gould & EBERHARDT,
NEWARK, N. J.

Per week. INTELLIGENTACENTS can
earn with the Walke Flexible Fountain

Cold Pen. No dipping for Ink. Writes Four

Days withoutre-filling. "##### men need

apply. Address WALKE PEN M'F"C CO.,

Hamilton, Ohio, or 853 Broadway, New York.£ Perfor BAA STRONGEST. No &#"SE r:
ALANCE. : - - - INT

'cheapestpull': $510 $20

per day at home. Samplesworth $5free.

Address STINSON & Co., Portland, Me.

PECK'S PATENT INVISIBLE EARDRUMS,

A Grand success. Send for treatise.

ior. E">EC

853 Broadway, New York,

Also r" op. Dr. Stinson's Catarris & Asthina Cures.[]EAF
A WEEK, $12 a day at home easily made. Costly

outfit free. Address TRUE & Co., Augusta. Me.

TIC ENGINES.

$12

PAYNE's AUTOMA

duce our magazine into every family where it is not now

taken, second, because it gives us great pleasure to be able

to place such a souvenir in every American hone. The price

of the engraving alone has been fixed at $1.00 per copy.

and it£ be worth double the price. If, however, you want

£ without the magazine, we will mail it to you, post

paid, for £50 Cents in cash, or postage stamps, and money

will be cheertully refunded if you are not more than satisfied

with your purchase. No patriotic citizen of any party should

be without it. As to our£; we refer to any New

York publishers. Address all orders to E. G. Mt Isar: *UT

d's C 10 Barclay st., N. Y. (AGENrs WANTEd)

Spark Arrester. -

Reliable, durable, and economical, will furnish a

horsepower with one-third lessfuel and waterthan anyother

engine built not fitted with an automatic cut-off. Send

for Illustrated Cata"Fire “A.” 2. for information and

prices. B. W. PAYNE & SONS, -

Box 1207. Corning, N.Y.

*S*E or ract stFAIGHT OR cRowntownarror Loose, split of .

*QLt. SINGLE Dousle of TRIPLE ARMs. Laract fullr is a specialty.

THE HARTFcRD ENG inEERING co. HART FORD con N. " ' "

PATENTS.

MESSRS. MUNN & Co., in connection with the pub

lication of the ScIENTIFIC AMERICAN, continue to ex

*ine Improvements, and to act as Solicitors of Patents

for Inventors.

In this line of business they have had thirty-five

or use in Grain Elevators,
ills of every kind. They ar

PHIIll{IS

PATENTS SOLD#
Joint Stock Companies formed. Stock placed for Inco

orated Companies. Good investments always on hand.

£ references given. Circulars free . RfCH.

*experience, and now have unequaled facilities for

the preparation of Patent Drawings, Specifications, and

the prosecution of Applications for Patents in the

United States, Canada, and Foreign Countries. Messrs

Munn & Co. also attend to the preparation of Caveats,

"Wrights for Books. Labels, Reissnes, Assignments,

"Reports on Infringements of Patents. All business

"trusted to them is done with special care and prompt

**, on very reasonable terms.

A pamphlet sent free of charge, on application, con

*ining full information about Patents and how to pro

#S & Co. #rokers. #33 Broadway, New York.

coup REHABLE' s :
NO FAILURE IN SIXTEEN YEARS

HEALD&MORRIScalf's

00.1035,000 GAIS PERMINUTECAPACT,

HEALD &MORRISBaldwinsville NY.

Designs. Patents, Appeals, Reissues, Infrigements, As

"ments, Rejected Cases, Hints on the sale of Pa.
tents, etc.

We also send. Jree of charge, a Synopsis of Foreign

Patent Laws, showing the cost and method of securing

*in all the principal countries of the world.

MUNN & Co., solicitors of Patents,

37 Park Row, New York.

w£ OFFICE.-Corner of F and 7th streets,

ashington, D.C. -

* them; directions concerning Labels, Copyrights,

for second-HAND ENGINEs,

$66

Address HARRIS IRON WORKS, Titusville, Pa.

*l week in your own town. Terms and $5 outfit

free. Address H. HALLETT & Co., Portland, Me.

FORSTE'S CRUS
We warrant 50

operated with any kind of power.

DUC'S ELEVATOR BUCKET,

strong and durable. Have no corners to catch. 300,000

THOS. F. R0WLAND, Sole Manufacturer, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The simplest machi

r cent. advantage in Crushing, with one-third power, and in combined

Crushing and Pulyerizing do the work of stamp and Burrs at one-third first cost. Can be

Flour Mills, Sugar Refineries, and \

e made of Charcoal£ Iron, extra

use.

THE SCOVILL

“Pop” Safety Valve,
SIMPLE, RELIABLF, DURABLE,

For Locomotive, stat': Marine, and Portable

oller's.

Send for descriptive circulars and price lists to

THE HANCOCK INSPIRATOR Co.,

BOSTON, MASS.

BOOKWALTER ENGINE.

Com Substantial. Econom

ical, and easily managed; guar

anteed to work well and give

full power claimed. Engine and

Boiler complete, including Gov

ernor, Pump, etc., at the low

- pr: of

* 3 HOrtSE POWER...... $240

# 4 ** - - - . 280 00

* 614, ** - 355 00

- *- 44000

#- Put on cars at Spr ngfield, Ó.

JAMES LEFFEL & CO.

Springfield. Óhio,
or 110 Liberty S'

HISHER AND FIVERTER**ise p"rpose.ple ever"

Address TOTTEN & CO., Pittsburg, Pa.

PATENT BENDING ROLLS

For Heavy Punches, Shears, Boiler Shop R is, Radial

, etc., send to

HILLES & JONES, Wilmington, Del.

TO MACHINIST.S.

Ask for the Hartford Hammer Co. Adze Eye Machin

ist’s Hammer. The best finish and quality in the market.

For Sale by Hardware and Manuf’rers' Supply Houses.

THE WALLACE DIAMOND CARBONS,

Telegraph, Telephone, and Electric Light Supplies.

- EE ==

THE EI,ECTRICA L SUPPLY CO.,

109 Liberty St., New York.

YOUNG MEN
READ THIS

We will send ON TRIAL (before purchasing)

Dr. Joy's Celebrated Electric Devices,

Invented by Prof. Douglas A. Joy, of the Uni

versity of Michigan, especially for the cure of
all Nervous Dise General Debility. Lost

X: and Manh , the results of abuses and

other causes. Also for Liver and Kidney

Diseases, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Paraivsis, Fe.

**ale Trousbles and many other diseases.

Wonderful cures quickly effected. iiiustrated book

sent free. Address the manufacturers,

WAGNER & CO., Chicago, Ill.

£ric Siti Miśrī,

2:00 HPN's sacresciasat. A
l

-

w

*::::::::::.."e following Wire Rope Sh fSons make, are for# eave Pulleys, o bling's

One 11 ft. Pulley, cast in halves.......$100.00

7 ft - - lid.....One 7 - -

Two 4 ft. Pulleys, “ . ." .... ... ..... 20.00 each.

All the Pulleys are in good order. Will deli h

at R. R.£ in Wilkesbarre, Pa., for the££
Add £

ress PAULA. OLIVER, Wilkesbarre,
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$iifrtisements.

Inside Page, each insertion - - - 75 cents a line.

Back Page, ench insertion - - - $1.00 a line.

(About eight words to a line.)

Engravings may head advertisements at the same rate

After line, by measurement, as the letter press. Adver

tisements must be received at publication office as early

as Thursday morning to appear in next issue.

ESláill EACLE AN VILS. 1843,

Solid CAST STEEL Face and Horn. Are Fully War

ranted. Retail Price, 10cts, per lb.

Double Screw, Parallel, leg Vises.
Made and WARRANTED stron than any other Wise

£.

- * LaceCutter. Bymail,50c. Discountto the trade.

1880£"

ENSILA' POWER!'
just the thing-SAFE, CONVENIENT, DURABLE.

B. W. PAYNE & SON8, Corning, N.Y.

BOLER COVERINGS,

ASBESTOS-LINED, REMOVABLE.

The PATENT AIR SPACE COVERINGs.

THE CHALMERS-8PENCE CO., Sole Proprietors,

10 Cortland St. Foot of East 9th St., New York.

FOR SALE,-8team Mill in North t of State.

New first-class engine and machinery. Beside railroad.

Good location for chair, broom, and forkhandle, or other

wood manufacture. A burgain for cash.

WM. IRWIN, 152 Broadway, New York.

WJOHNS |
A$8:###$

LIOUID PAINTs, |
ASBESTOS R00FING,

ASBESTO- Boll.ER COVERINGS,

As No. '''SBESTOs 1,1N *ACKING
*1- *.

I

ASBESTON ST

AsR&#9: WICK. PACiv

Ash FSTOs FLAT-P-C

Ashes"0s MILLB

ASBESTOS GASK

ASBESTOS,SHEATHINGS,
CoA"INGS, CEMENTS, Etc.

Descriptive price lists and samples sent free.

H. W. JOHNS M'F"C CO.,

87 Maiden Lane, New York.

BARREL, KEG,

I'll -

STAVE MASHINERY.":"
Over 50 varieties |->| ||

manufactured by

E. & B, HOLMES,

Buffalo, N. Y.

A. M1

FoR SALE-U.S. PATENT of .

VALUAB,E FLOURING MII.L. MACHINE.

Very popular and profitable. H. C., Box773, New York.

–

NEW Y

#Wellington Mills Emery:
E" Used in ONLY our Wheels. :

35 & 3S PARK Row, NEW YORR.:

TFETFTTTTTTTTTRINT-1.

Address JOHN A. ROERLING'S SONS, Manufactur

ers, Trenton, N.J., or 117 Liberty Street, New York,
Wheels and Rope for conveying power long distances

Send for circular.

FRIEDMANN's PATENT INJECTOR,

THE BEST |

Boiler Feeder
IN THE WORLD.

Simple, Reliable, and Effective.

40,000 IN ACTUAL USE.

NATHAN & DREYFUS.

Sole Manufacturers, NEW YORK.

Send for Descriptive Catalogue

shEET METAL DROP Pit Esses.

STILES & PARKER PRESS CO., Middletown. Conn.

HOLCOMB's NEW

|Amplifying TEl:MI5,
FOR PRIVATE LINEs.

The latest and best. Pa

tented April 26, 1881. These

new instruments embody

recent and important im

provements. hey trans

mit conversation, ''
orders, etc., with almost

electric speed and surpris

fng tidelity. The only dura

bie and reliable substitute

forthe Electric Telephones

Work two miles. Price $10

r set. Illustrated Circu

FREE.

HOLCOMB & Co.,

Mallet Creek, O.[Mention this paper.]

Mill St0m.8s and C0rn Mills.
We make Burr Millstones, Portable Mills, Smut Ma

chines, Packers, Mill Picks, Water. Wheels, Pulleys, and ||

£ specially adapted to Flour Mills. Send for

catalogue.

J. T. NoYE & SONS, Buffalo, N. Y.

team Boilers B Screen

and Slack Coal without Blast. No. 7 Oliver St., Boston;

No. 92 Liberty St., New York: No. 709 Market St., St.

Louis; No. 1 Second St., Baltimore.

ANY GOOD INK MAY BE USED,HOLDS INK FOR A WEEK'S USE.

IRIDIUM

POINTEDThe Mackinnon

THE ONLY RESERVOIR PEN IN THE WORLD WITH A CIRCLE OF. IRIDIUM AROUND THE POINT.E.

Afway's ready. Aiways with you. Cannot Blot.--C#mme!, be wo:".9:11.5: a_lifeting.

MacK?'' #" (#5. "iii: "HIföADWAY, Col:NER, 1011'N STREET, NEW YORK.

General supply Depots in all principal cities in America and Europe.

# IT INVENTORS

AND MANUFACTURERS
- - - * -

The Semi-Centennial Exhibition
Of the American Institute of the City of New York will

open September 14, 1881. Heavy machinery will be re

ceived as early as August 22; other goods, Steptember 5.

Intending exhibitors must make earlya' to

secure proper space and classification. For blanks

Applied to all machinery driven by

affy-wheels and liable to be broken b.

*power stored in wheels, such as cal

ender rolls, upsetting machines,

d wire drawing ma

We warrant to save

and all machinery

£-*-i-N_2 utches. Starts gradual, stops

£ quick. Any amount of power

- controlled. Friction Hoisting

*Engines and Drums; also, Safety

"Elevators. Can be run faster and

...,"£ than any other friction.
d. Erisbie & Co., New Haven, Ct.

ICE AT 41 00 PER TON.

PICTET ARTIFICIAL ICE CO., Limited,
P. O. Box3083. 142 Greenwich St., New York.

Guaranteed to be the most efficient and economical of all

existing Ice and Cold Air Machines.

American Institute, New York City.

Horizontal Steam Engines,
For Economy, Durability, and

Superior Design,

Complete in Every Respect,

- ADDRESS

LAMBERTWILLE IRON WORKS,

LAMBERTVILLE, N. J.

ERIESSON's

NSW All Pll|| ||
FoR |

DWELLINGS AND COUNTRY SEATs.

Simplest cheapest, and most economical£ping engine

Jenkins' Patent Packing and Walves.

*T*E. STANDARD."

Jenkins’ Packing has never failed to make a *:::
joint where directions were followed. Jenkins' Valves

are warranted steam tight and are made of_the_best

steam metal. JENKINS BROS., 71 John St., New York.

low Prices.At 1 Large Assorted stock.

A. & F. terrowN, 57-61 lewis St., New York.

ROOFINC.
For steep or flat roofs. Applied by ordinary workmen

at one-third the cost of tin. Circulars and samples free.

Agents Wanted. T, NEW, 32 John Street, New York.

Jarvis Furnace Co.

for domestic purposes. Any servant girl can operate.

Absolutely safe. d for circulars and price lists.

|DELAMATER IRON WORKS

C. H. DELAMATER & Co., Proprietors,

No. 10 Cortlandt Street, New York, N. Y.

SU'ES, ROM NOISELEss ROTARY FANS.

HYDRANT PRESSURE

the cheapest power known. These fans can be fastened
Invaluable for blowing to ceiling or side wall, and

Church Organs, running driven byaround belt direct

Printing Presses, Sewing from a

Machines in Households.

"Turn Lat hes, Scroll

saws, Grindstones, Coffee

Mills. Sausage Machines,

Feed Cutters, Electric

Lights, Elevators, etc. . It

needs little room, no firing |

up, fuel, ashes, repairs, en

neer, explosion, or delay,

co

Shaft of fan runs in metal

no extra insurance, no coal line journals, and requires
bills. Is noiseless, neat, no oiling, which is quite a

compact, steady; will work | consideration where they

at any, pressure of water are put up in dining rooms |

above 15# #.40 lb.£ over tables. Price #5 each.

8-1re. 0. power,and - Manufactured by-

capacity up to 10 horse - -

power. Prices from $15 to $300. £n"o'u'll Backus water Motor Co., ROTARY FANS -

The BACKLN WATER M0ton Co., Newark, N. J., or 323 Broadway, New York."

IHE J. L. MOTT IRON WORKS WM. A. HARRIS.

- - * "Roy': #\; '' 1:1-£er),88 and 90 Beekman St., New York. x minutes Wa est from station:

- originai and only builder of the
Demarest's Patent Water Closets used almost

exclusively in all fine work. permarest's Water HARRIS-COR ISS ENGINE
Closets, iatrine's and hopper's for public buildings and - -

£"####"Č'''''"## With Harris’. I'atented. Improvements,
£,#'#"> and cleanliness, sani- from 10 to 1,000 H. P.

- 8. - - -

tary Goods oran an STUTTERING cured by Bate's appliances. Send for

FOR BEST description to SIMPSON & Co., Box2236, New York.

- - COLD PENS, ***** U ly'' TÜ
*= - Send for Price List to b:='d N - #
JOHN HOLLAND, Mfr., 19 West 4th St., Cincinnati. £ #. tim #####,# -

-- © o' -

x* *Rw tox cwt.Nox

ź&°Eli'. 12te&Thompson STS.

*> New York 10s litur atw st

goston *

#3:#s, so ***'í
FUSE, .#. HARTFORD

Art'ERIEs, a£
#3W' #: STEAM BOILER

Roll-ESTONE LATIH.E.

Improvement over the Waymoth Lathe.

Latest improved. Rotary

and Stationary Bed Plan

ers and Buzz Planers;

Band Saws; Wardwell's

Patent Sau, Bench Dowel

Machine; Chair Machine

# Boring Machines, etc.

lso large stock of Second

hand Machineru, consisting

of Machinists'Tools,Wood

Working Machinery, Engines, Boilers, on hand. Send

£r'é,and state just what you want, to
Roi i ESTONEMAChine Co.,48Water St. Fitchburg,Mass.

MACHINISTS'£ -

Iron Planing Machines
A SPECIALTY.

Wii ITCOM1 is MFG. CO., Worcester, Mass.

Inspection & Insurance

COMPANY.

W. B. FRANKLIN.W., Prest. J. M. ALLEN. Prest.

J. B. PIERCE, Set'y,

2+ O

(AustraroSawyers

Po Avy PAA, of 74%: VA/ D
ER OA' L

- £% EMERSON.SMITH & Co.

4. "SSs. BEAVER.FALLS, PA

ESTABLISHED 1844.

arosHEET c. ToIPD,
Successor to

TODD & RAFFERTY, PATERSON, N.J.,

Engineer and Machinist,
Flax, Hemp,Jute, Rope, Oakum, and Ragging Machinery, Steam Engines,

Boilers, etc. Sole agent for Mayher's New Patent, Acme Steam Engine

and Force Pump combined. Also owner and exclusive manufacturer of

Pen or Fluid Pencil.

and införmation address General Superintendent

The New Baxter Patent Portable Steam Engine.
These engines are admirably adapted to all kinds of light power for

PRINTING PRESSES,

£ water, sawing wood, grinding coffee, ginning cotton, and all

indso cultural and mechanical purposes, and are furnished at the

following low prices:

1 Horse Power, $150 1% Horse Power, $190

2 Horse Power, 245 2% Horse Power, 275

3 Horse Power, 290 || 4 Horse Power, 350

Send for descriptive circular. Address

J. C. TODD, Paterson, N.J.,

Or No. 1 O Barclay St., New York.

-

T H E

New York Ice Machine Company,
115 Broadway, New York, Room 78.

LUWPRESSURE BINARY ABSDRPTION SYSTEM

Machines Making

ICE AND COLD AIR,
Low Pressure when running. No pressure at rest. Ma

chines guaranteed by C. H. Delamater & Co.

:*TO INVENTURS

The

H|Will Mill'll [..
(INCORPORATED,)

364&366 Broadway, New York.

Organized for the manufacture and intro

duction of

PATENTED NOVELTIES
AND

WANKEE NOTIONS,

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

AMPLE CAP1TAL.

Latest Improved Machinery.

CONNECTIONSWITH ALLWHOLESALEME CHANTS

IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

Agents in Foreign Countries.

Correspondence without charge, with all who

desire their inventions in our line developed.

OF THE

$rientific American

The Most"'" in the World,

WOLUME XLV. NEW SERIES.

CoMMIENCES JULY 1.

only $3.20 a Year, including postage. Weekly.

52 Nurnbers a Year.

This widely circulated and splendidly illustrated

paper is published weekly. Every number contains six

teen pages of useful information? and a large number of

original engravings of new inventions and discoveries,

representing Engineering Works, Steam Machinery,

New Inventions, Novelties in Mechanics, Manufactures,

Chemistry, Electricity, Telegraphy, Photography, Archl

tecture, Agriculture, Horticulture, Natural History, etc.

All Classes of Renders find in THE SCIENTIFIC

AMERICAN a popular resume of the best scientific in

formation of the day; and it is the aim of the publishers

to present it in an attractive form, avoiding as much as

possible abstruse terms. To every intelligent mind,

this journal affords a constant supply of instructive

reading. It is promotive of knowledge and progress in

every community where it circulates.

Terms of Subscription.-One copy of THE SCIEN

TIFIC AMERICAN will be sent for one year-52 numbers

postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the United States

or Canada, on receipt of three dollars and twenty

cents by the publishers; six months, $1.60; three

months, $1.00.

Clubs.—One extra copy of THESCIENTIFICAMERI

CAN will be supplied gratis forevery club of five subscribers

at $3.20 each; additional copies at same proportionate

rate.

One copy of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN and one copy

of THE SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN SUPPLEMENT will be sent

for one year, postage prepaid, to any subscriber in the

United States or Canada, on receipt of seven dollars by

the publishers.

The safest way to remit is by Postal Order, Draft, or

Express. Money carefully placed inside of envelopes,

securely sealed, and correctly addressed, seldom goes

astray, but is at the sender's risk. Address all letters

and make all orders, drafts, etc., payable to

MUNN & CO.,

37 Park Row, New York.

To Foreign Subscribers.—Under the -acilities of

the Postal Union, the SciENTIFIC AMERICAN is now sent

by postdirect from NewYork,with regularity, tos-bscrib

ere in Great Britain, India, Australia, and all other

British colonies; to France, Austria, Belgium, Germany.

| Russia, and all other European States; Japan, Brazil,

Mexico, and all States of Central and South America.

| Terms, when sent to foreign countries, Canada excepted,

$4, gold, for SciENTIFIC AMERICAN, 1 year, $9, gold, for

both scIENTIFIC AMERICAN and SUPPLEMENT for 1

year. This includes postage, which we pay. Remit by

postal order or draft to order of Munn & Co., 37 Park

Row, New York.

PRINTING INKS,
HE “Scientific American" is'' with CHAS.

ENEU JOHNSON & Co.'S INK. Tenth andLom

bard Sts. Philadelphia, and 59 Gold St., New York.

 

  

 
  

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 




